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Abstract
There has been much recent interest into those properties of a 3-
manifold determined by the profinite completion of its fundamental group.
In this paper we give readily computable criteria specifying precisely when
two orientable graph manifold groups have isomorphic profinite comple-
tions. Our results also distinguish graph manifolds among the class of
all 3-manifolds and give information about the structure of totally hy-
perbolic manifolds, and give control over the pro-p completion of certain
graph manifold groups.
1 Introduction
Much attention has been paid recently to those properties of 3-manifolds which
can be deduced from the finite quotients of their fundamental groups; or, from
another viewpoint, from the structure of their lattice of finite-sheeted coverings.
Having assembled these finite quotients into the profinite completion of the
fundamental group, this amounts to the study of ‘profinite invariants’ of the
3-manifold. A profinite invariant may be defined as some property P of a group
G such that, whenever H is a group with property P and Gˆ ∼= Hˆ, then G also
has property P . One may restrict attention to a particular class of groups (for
example fundamental groups of compact orientable 3-manifolds) and require
both G and H to be from that class. For the rest of the paper we restrict
our attention to this class of groups. By abuse of language one also refers to a
profinite invariant of a 3-manifold.
The strongest profinite invariant one could hope for is the isomorphism type
of the group itself. In this case one refers to a group whose profinite com-
pletion determines the isomorphism type of the group (again, among compact
orientable 3-manifold groups) as ‘profinitely rigid’. The author showed recently
[Wil15] that, apart from some limited examples due to Hempel [Hem14], closed
Seifert fibre spaces are profinitely rigid. Bridson and Reid [BR15] and Boileau
and Friedl [BF15] have shown that the figure-eight knot complement, along
with a handful of other knot complements, are profinitely rigid. Bridson, Reid
and Wilton [BRW16] have also proved that the fundamental groups of once-
punctured torus bundles are profinitely rigid. To date these are the only known
examples of profinitely rigid manifolds in the literature.
An important property of a 3-manifold is its geometry: whether it admits
one of the eight Thurston geometries and, if so, which one. This problem is
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more naturally stated only for closed manifolds, as then any geometry is unique.
Wilton and Zalesskii [WZ17] have shown that the geometry of a 3-manifold is
a profinite invariant. The aspect of this theorem distinguishing between Seifert
fibred or hyperbolic manifolds on the one hand and Sol or non-geometric man-
ifolds on the other may be interpreted as the statement ‘triviality of the JSJ
decomposition is a profinite invariant’.
In this paper we investigate graph manifolds and, more generally, the JSJ
decomposition. We obtain in particular criteria determining precisely when two
graph manifold groups can have isomorphic profinite completion. The exact
statement requires a good deal of terminology and notation which is inappro-
priate in an Introduction, hence we will give a rather loose paraphrasing of the
result. For the precise statement see Theorem 10.9.
Theorem A. Let M , N be closed orientable graph manifolds with JSJ decom-
positions (X,M•), (Y,N•) respectively. Suppose π̂1M ∼= π̂1N . Then the graphs
X,Y are isomorphic, such that corresponding vertex groups have isomorphic
profinite completions. Furthermore:
• If X is not a bipartite graph, then M is profinitely rigid and so π1M ∼=
π1N .
• If X is a bipartite graph then there is an explicit finite list of numerical
equations defined in terms of M,N which admit a solution if and only if
π̂1M ∼= π̂1N .
In particular, for a given M there only finitely many N (up to homeomorphism)
such that π̂1M ∼= π̂1N .
We also use our analysis to distinguish graph manifolds from mixed or totally
hyperbolic manifolds, which may be seen as an extension of [WZ17] stating that
the profinite completion ‘sees’ which geometries are involved in the geometric
decomposition of an aspherical 3-manifold.
Theorem B. Let M be a mixed or totally hyperbolic 3-manifold and let N
be a graph manifold. Then π1M and π1N do not have isomorphic profinite
completions.
While our techniques give strong control over the Seifert fibre spaces involved in
a 3-manifold, it is more difficult to detect the hyperbolic pieces in a satisfactory
way; we can only detect the presence of a hyperbolic piece, without giving any
information about it. When there are no Seifert-fibred pieces at all, we can
extract some information about the configuration of the hyperbolic pieces.
Theorem C. Let M , N be aspherical manifolds with π̂1M ∼= π̂1N and with
JSJ decompositions (X,M•), (Y,N•) all of whose pieces are hyperbolic. Then
the graphs X and Y have equal numbers of vertices and edges and equal first
Betti numbers.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sections 2, 3, and 5 we recall background
material and the elements of profinite Bass-Serre theory. In Section 4 we prove
some results about certain actions on profinite trees which, while known to
experts, have not appeared in detail in the literature. Section 6 forms the
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technical core of the paper, proving many useful lemmas and ultimately the
first part of Theorem A. Theorem B is proved in Section 7, and Theorem C is
proved in Section 8. In Section 9 we describe how, in certain situations, we may
obtain a pro-p analogue of our JSJ decomposition theorem. Finally in Section
10 we complete the proof of Theorem A.
Conventions. For notational convenience, we will adopt the following conven-
tions.
• From Section 3 onwards, profinite groups will generally be given Roman
letters A,G,H, ...; the handful of discrete groups which appear will usually
either be groups with standard symbols or the fundamental group of a
space, so we will not reserve a particular set of symbols for them.
• Profinite graphs will be given capital Greek letters Γ,∆, T, ..., and abstract
graphs will be X,Y, ...
• A finite graph of (profinite) groups will be denoted G = (X,G•) where X
is a finite graph and G• will be an edge or vertex group.
• There is a divergence of notation between profinite group theorists, for
whom Zp denotes the p-adic integers, and manifold theorists who use the
same symbol for the cyclic group of order p. We will follow the former
convention and use Z/pZ or Z/p to denote the cyclic group.
• For us, a graph manifold will be required to be non-geometric, i.e. not a
single Seifert fibre space or a Sol-manifold, hence not a torus bundle. A
totally hyperbolic manifold will be a 3-manifold all of whose JSJ pieces
are hyperbolic, and a mixed manifold will be a manifold with both Seifert-
fibred and hyperbolic JSJ pieces. All 3-manifolds will be orientable.
• The symbols ⊳f , ⊳o, ⊳p will denote ‘normal subgroup of finite index’, ‘open
normal subgroup’, ‘normal subgroup of index a power of p’ respectively;
similar symbols will be used for not necessarily normal subgroups.
• For two elements g, h of a group, gh will denote h−1gh. That is, conjuga-
tion will be a right action.
The author would like to thank Marc Lackenby for carefully reading this
paper, and is grateful to Henry Wilton for discussions regarding Lemma 6.6
and for drawing the author’s attention to [GDJZ15]. The author was supported
by the EPSRC and by a Lamb and Flag Scholarship from St John’s College,
Oxford.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Profinite completions
We first briefly recall the notion of a profinite group and a profinite completion.
For more detail, the reader is referred to [RZ00b].
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Definition 2.1. A profinite group is an inverse limit of a system of finite groups.
If all these finite groups are from a particular class C of finite groups, the limit
is said to be a pro-C group.
Given a group G, its profinite completion is the profinite group Gˆ defined as
the inverse limit of all finite quotient groups of G:
Gˆ = lim
←−
N⊳fG
G/N
The pro-C completion is the pro-C group GˆC defined as the inverse limit of those
finite quotients of G which are in the class C.
In this paper, we will only refer to those classes C comprising all finite groups
whose orders are only divisible by primes from a certain set of primes π. The
term ‘pro-C’ is then replaced by ‘pro-π’. When π is the set of all primes, we
of course get the full profinite completion. We further abbreviate ‘pro-{p}’ to
‘pro-p’. The pro-p completion is usually denoted Ĝ(p).
Typically, we only take the profinite completion of a residually finite group;
then the natural map G → Gˆ will be injective. A (topological) generating set
for a profinite group H is a subset X ⊆ H such that the subgroup abstractly
generated by X is dense in H .
The profinite completion was determined by the inverse system of all fi-
nite quotients. In fact, by a standard argument (see [DFPR82]) two finitely
generated groups have the same profinite completion if and only if the sets of
isomorphism types of finite groups which can arise as finite quotients of the two
groups are the same.
For a profinite group G = lim
←−
Qi where the Qi are finite, the kernels of
the maps G → Qi form a basis for the topology at 1, and so they are open
subgroups of G. A deep result of Nikolov and Segal [NS07] shows that for a
finitely generated profinite group, all finite index subgroups are open; that is,
the group structure determines a unique topology giving G the structure of a
profinite group. Thus any abstract isomorphism of finitely generated profinite
groups is a topological isomorphism also.
The profinite completion of the integers plays, as one might expect, a central
role in much of the theory. It is the inverse limit
Zˆ = lim
←−
Z/n
of all finite cyclic groups. The pro-π completion, denoted Zπ , is the inverse limit
of those finite cyclic groups whose orders only involve primes from π. Because of
the Chinese Remainder Theorem, these finite cyclic groups split as products of
cyclic groups of prime power order, and these splittings are natural with respect
to the quotient maps Z/mn→ Z/n. It follows that the profinite completion of
Z splits as the direct product, over all primes p, of the rings of p-adic integers
Zp = lim←−
Z/pi
Similarly
Zπ =
∏
p∈π
Zp
This splitting as a direct product, which of course is not a feature of Z itself,
means that ring-theoretically Zˆ behaves less well than Z. In particular, there
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exist zero-divisors, which are precisely those elements which vanish under some
projection to Zp. The rings Zp themselves do not have any zero-divisors, and Z
injects into each Zp (for every natural number n and prime p, some power of p
does not divide n), so no element of Z is a zero-divisor in Zˆ. Furthermore, the
group of units of Zˆ is rather large, being the inverse limit of the multiplicative
groups of the rings Z/n. In particular Aut(Zˆ) is a profinite group much larger
than Aut(Z).
Elements of profinite groups may be raised to powers with exponents in Zˆ.
For if G is a profinite group and x ∈ G, the map 1 7→ x extends to a map Z → G
by the universal property of Z, which by continuity extends to a map Zˆ → G
(that is, Zˆ is a free profinite group on the element 1). The image of λ ∈ Z under
this map is then denoted xλ. This operation has all the expected properties;
see Section 4.1 of [RZ00b] for more details.
As we are discussing Zˆ, this seems a fitting place to include the following
easy lemma.
Lemma 2.2. If λ ∈ Zˆ, n ∈ Z r {0}, and λn ∈ Z, then λ ∈ Z. In particular if
λ ∈ Zˆ× then λ = ±1.
Proof. Since λn is an integer congruent to 0 modulo n, there exists l ∈ Z such
that λn = ln. Since n is not a zero-divisor in Zˆ, it follows that λ = l ∈ Z.
2.2 The profinite topology
Whenever profinite properties of groups are discussed, it is usually necessary to
have some control over subgroup separability. Here we recall prior results that
will be used heavily, and often without comment, in the sequel.
Definition 2.3. The (full) profinite topology on a discrete group G is the topol-
ogy induced by the map G → Gˆ. A subset of G is separable if and only if it is
closed in the profinite topology.
In particular, a group is residually finite if and only if the subset {1} is
separable. If every finite-index subgroup H1 ≤f H of a subgroup H ≤ G
is separable in G, then it follows that the natural map Hˆ → H¯G is in fact
an isomorphism. If this is the case we say that G induces the full profinite
topology on H . Seifert fibred and hyperbolic 3-manifold groups have very good
separability properties; specifically they are LERF, meaning that every finitely
generated subgroup is separable. In this case all finitely generated subgroups
H have Hˆ ∼= H¯ .
Unfortunately graph manifold groups are not in general LERF; in fact in
a sense a generic graph manifold group is not LERF. See [BKS87], [NW01].
However, those subgroups of primary concern are well behaved in the profinite
topology. In particular:
Theorem (Hamilton [Ham01]). Let M be a Haken 3-manifold. Then the
abelian subgroups of π1M are separable in π1M (and thus π1M induces the
full profinite topology on them).
Theorem 2.4 (Wilton and Zalesskii [WZ10]). Let M be a closed, orientable,
irreducible 3-manifold, and let (X,M•) be the graph of spaces corresponding to
the JSJ decomposition. Then the vertex and edge groups π1M• are closed in the
profinite topology on π1M , and π1M induces the full profinite topology on them.
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2.3 Seifert fibre spaces and graph manifolds
In the literature there are two inequivalent definitions of what is meant by a
‘graph manifold’. In all cases, a graph manifold is an irreducible manifold whose
JSJ decomposition consists only of Seifert-fibred pieces. The JSJ decomposition
is by definition minimal, so the fibrings of adjacent pieces of the decomposition
never extend across the union of those pieces. Some authors additionally require
that a graph manifold is not geometric; i.e., it is not itself Seifert-fibred and is
not a Sol manifold. Hence the JSJ decomposition is non-trivial and the graph
manifold is not finitely covered by a torus bundle. In this paper we do impose
this constraint. Furthermore we shall deal only with orientable graph manifolds.
At the other end of the spectrum, a manifold whose JSJ decomposition is
non-trivial and has no Seifert-fibred pieces at all will be called ‘totally hyper-
bolic’. When the JSJ decomposition has at least one Seifert-fibred piece and at
least one hyperbolic piece the manifold is called ‘mixed’.
We now briefly recall those facts about fundamental groups of Seifert fibre
spaces which will be necessary. For a more full account, see [Sco83] or [Bri07].
The fundamental group of a Seifert fibre spaceM has a short exact sequence
1→ 〈h〉 → π1M → π
orb
1 O → 1
where O is the base orbifold and h is the homotopy class of a regular fibre.
The subgroup generated by this fibre (which may be finite in general) is normal
in π1M . Moreover, either it is central in π1M (when O is orientable) or is
contained in some index 2 subgroup of π1M in which it is central (when O is
non-orientable). The orbifold fundamental group πorb1 O is a Fuchsian group.
The Seifert fibre spaces arising in the JSJ decomposition of a graph manifold
have boundary consisting of at least one incompressible torus comprised of fibres;
in this case the subgroup generated by h is infinite cyclic and πorb1 O is a free
product of cyclic groups.
The base orbifold has either positive, zero, or negative Euler characteristic.
If the Euler characteristic is negative, then there is a unique maximal normal
cyclic subgroup of π1M , called the (canonical) fibre subgroup.
No positive characteristic base orbifolds can occur when the boundary is
incompressible and non-empty. The Seifert fibre spaces with boundary which
have Euclidean base orbifold are precisely S1×S1×I and the orientable I-bundle
over a Klein bottle. The first of these can never arise in a JSJ decomposition
of anything other than a torus bundle and we will henceforth ignore it. The
second has two maximal normal cyclic subgroups (‘fibre’ subgroups), one central
(with quotient the infinite dihedral group) and one not central (with quotient Z,
here being the fundamental group of a Mo¨bius band). We call the first of these
fibre subgroups the canonical fibre subgroup. We refer to such pieces of the JSJ
decomposition of a graph manifold as ‘minor’, and to those with base orbifold
of negative characteristic as ‘major’ (the terms ‘small Seifert fibre space’ and
‘large Seifert fibre space’ being already entrenched in the literature with a rather
different meaning).
By definition, all pieces of the JSJ decomposition of a graph manifold are
Seifert fibre spaces, and by minimality of the decomposition the fibres of two ad-
jacent Seifert fibred pieces do not match, even up to isotopy. Thus the canonical
fibre subgroups of adjacent Seifert fibre spaces intersect trivially in the funda-
mental group of the graph manifold; if one piece is minor, neither of its two
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fibre subgroups intersect the fibre subgroup of the adjacent piece non-trivially.
Note that two minor pieces can never be adjacent; for each of these having
only one boundary component, the whole graph manifold would then be just
two minor pieces glued together. Each has an index 2 cover which is a copy of
S1 × S1 × I, so our graph manifold would be finitely covered by a torus bundle,
and would thus be either a Euclidean, Nil or Sol manifold; but we required our
graph manifolds to be non-geometric.
Many of these properties still hold in the profinite completion; for instance,
when the base orbifold is of negative Euler characteristic, Theorem 6.4 of [Wil15]
guarantees that we still have a unique maximal procyclic subgroup which is
either central or is central in an index 2 subgroup. We may directly check
that the profinite completion of the Klein bottle group also still has just two
maximal normal procyclic subgroups, one of which is central. Hence our notion
of (canonical) fibre subgroup, as a maximal procyclic group with the above
property, carries over to the profinite world.
Seifert fibre spaces are well-controlled by their profinite completions.
Theorem 2.5 (Wilkes [Wil15]). Let M be a closed orientable Seifert fibre space.
Then:
• If M has the geometry S3, S2×R, E3, Nil, or S˜L2(R) then M is profinitely
rigid.
• If M has the geometry H2 × R, and is therefore a surface bundle over
a hyperbolic surface Σ with periodic monodromy φ, those orientable 3-
manifolds with the same profinite completion asM are precisely the surface
bundles over Σ with monodromy φk, for k coprime to the order of φ.
The non-rigid examples of geometry H2×R were found by Hempel [Hem14].
For Seifert fibre spaces with boundary, such as those arising in the JSJ
decomposition of a graph manifold, we naturally require some conditions on the
boundary.
Definition 2.6. Let O be an orientable 2-orbifold with boundary, with funda-
mental group
B = 〈a1, . . . , ar, e1, . . . , es, u1, v1, . . . , ug, vg | a
pi
i 〉
where the boundary components of O are represented by the conjugacy classes
of the elements e1, . . . , es together with
e0 = (a1 · · · are1 · · · es[u1, v1] · · · [ug, vg])
−1
Then an exotic automorphism of O of type µ is an automorphism ψ : Bˆ → Bˆ
such that ψ(ai) ∼ a
µ
i and ψ(ei) ∼ e
µ
i for all i, where ∼ denotes conjugacy in Bˆ.
Similarly, let O′ be a non-orientable 2-orbifold with boundary, with fundamental
group
B′ = 〈a1, . . . , ar, e1, . . . , es, u1, . . . , ug | a
pi
i 〉
where the boundary components of O′ are represented by the conjugacy classes
of the elements e1, . . . , es together with
e0 =
(
a1 · · ·are1 · · · esu
2
1 · · ·u
2
g
)−1
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Let o : Bˆ′ → {±1} be the orientation homomorphism of O′. Let σ0, . . . , σs ∈
{±1}. Then an exotic automorphism of O′ of type µ with signs σ0, . . . , σs is an
automorphism ψ : Bˆ′ → Bˆ′ such that ψ(ai) ∼ a
µ
i and ψ(ei) = (e
σiµ
i )
gi for all i
where o(gi) = σi for all i.
Remark. The reader may find the term ‘exotic automorphism of O’ a little jar-
ring as the automorphism really acts on Bˆ. This name was chosen to emphasize
that this notion depends on an identification of the group as the fundamental
group of a specific orbifold, with specific elements representing boundary compo-
nents. For example, an exotic automorphism of a three-times punctured sphere
is a rather different thing from an exotic automorphism of a once-punctured
torus: even though both groups are free of rank 2, there are different numbers
of boundary components to consider.
For the same reason, there is a canonical map to a cyclic group of order 2
giving the orientation homomorphism- this is not a characteristic quotient of a
free group, but is uniquely defined when an identification with an orbifold group
is chosen.
Theorem 2.7 (Wilkes [Wil15]). Let M,N be Seifert fibre spaces with bound-
ary components ∂M1, . . . , ∂Mn, ∂N1, . . . , ∂Nn. Suppose Φ is an isomorphism of
group systems
Φ : (π̂1M ; π̂1∂M1, . . . , π̂1∂Mn)→ (π̂1N ; π̂1∂N1, . . . , π̂1∂Nn)
Then:
• If M is a minor Seifert fibre space, then M ∼= N .
• If M is a major Seifert fibre space, then the base orbifolds of M , N may be
identified with the same orbifold O such that Φ splits as an isomorphism
of short exact sequences
1 Zˆ π̂1M π̂orb1 O 1
1 Zˆ π̂1N π̂orb1 O 1
·λ Φ φ
where λ is some invertible element of Zˆ and φ is an exotic automorphism
of O of type µ.
Hence if N is a surface bundle over the circle with fibre a hyperbolic surface
Σ with periodic monodromy ψ, then M is also such a surface bundle with
monodromy ψk where k is congruent to κ = µ−1λ modulo the order of ψ.
Remark. Since this precise theorem statement does not appear in [Wil15] in
quite this form, we should comment on how it arises, and in particular the
point that κ is µ−1λ rather than just λµ.
First we remark that this theorem follows immediately from the case of
orientable base orbifold. Note that Φ preserves the canonical index 2 subgroup
given by the centraliser of the fibre, so the corresponding 2-fold covers M˜ and N˜
are related in the above fashion, for some labelling of the boundary components
of each. The result then follows, noting that an automorphism of the base which
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induces an exotic automorphism on the index 2 orientation subgroup is itself an
exotic automorphism.
So consider the case of orientable base orbifold. Let B = πorb1 O. The
fact that an isomorphism of fundamental groups gives an isomorphism of short
exact sequences is the content of Theorem 6.4 of [Wil15]. The profinite groups
in question are then central extensions, given by cohomology classes
ζM , ζN ∈ H
2(Bˆ, Zˆ)
This latter cohomology group is an abelian group of exponent dividing the order
of the monodromy. The statement concerning surface bundles is equivalent to
the statement that
ζN = µ
−1λζM
To see this equivalence, one could write out presentations of the groups and
hence compute the cohomology classes directly from the characterisation in
Section 6.2 of [Wil15]. See also Section 5 of [Hem14], where the computation of
the fibre invariants of a surface bundle with monodromy ψk is carried out. Note
that raising the monodromy to a power k actually raises the fibre invariants
(pi, qi), and hence the cohomology class, of the space to a power inverse to k
modulo the order of ψ- hence the order of N and M in the last part of the
theorem.
From the proof of Theorem 6.7 of [Wil15], the automorphism φ of Bˆ is
an exotic automorphism of type µ for some µ, and the action of such a φ on
cohomology is multiplication by µ. Let Γ be a central extension of Bˆ by Zˆ corre-
sponding to the cohomology class µζN . Since the action of φ
−1 on cohomology
is multiplication by µ−1, and noting that this action is contravariant, we have
(φ−1)∗(µζN ) = ζN
and hence we have a short exact sequence of isomorphisms
1 Zˆ π̂1N Bˆ 1
1 Zˆ Γ Bˆ 1
id ∼= φ
−1
Precomposing this with the short exact sequence from the theorem there is an
isomorphism
1 Zˆ π̂1M Bˆ 1
1 Zˆ Γ Bˆ 1
·λ ∼= id
which, since the map on Zˆ gives a covariant map on cohomology, says that the
cohomology class representing Γ is in fact λζM . Hence
λζM = µζN
as was claimed.
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Definition 2.8. If M,N are as in the latter case of the above theorem, we say
that (M,N) is a Hempel pair of scale factor κ, where κ = µ−1λ. Note that κ is
only well-defined modulo the order of φ, which may be taken to be the lowest
common multiple of the orders of the cone points of M . Note that a Hempel
pair of scale factor ±1 is a pair of homeomorphic Seifert fibre spaces.
3 Groups acting on profinite graphs
3.1 Profinite graphs
We state here the definitions and basic properties of profinite graphs for conve-
nience. The sources for this section are [RZ01], Section 1 or [RZ00a], Sections
1 and 2. See these references for proofs and more detail.
Definition 3.1. An abstract graph X is a set with a distinguished subset V (X)
and two retractions d0, d1 : X → V (X). Elements of V (X) are called vertices,
and elements of E(X) = X r V (X) are called edges. Note that a graph comes
with an orientation on each edge.
If an abstract graph is in addition a profinite space Γ (that is, an inverse limit
of finite discrete topological spaces), V (Γ) is closed and d0, d1 are in addition
continuous, then Γ is called a profinite graph. Note that E(Γ) may not be closed.
A morphism of graphs X , Y is a function f : X → Y such that dif = fdi
for each i. In particular, f sends vertices to vertices, but may not send edges
only to edges. A morphism of profinite graphs Γ, ∆ is a map f : Γ→ ∆ which
is a morphism of abstract graphs and is continuous.
A profinite graph may equivalently be described as an inverse limit of finite
abstract graphs Xi, and V (Γ) = lim←−
V (Xi). If E(Γ) happens to be closed, we
can choose the inverse system Xi so that the transition maps send edges to
edges, and then E(Γ) = lim←−E(Xi). If Y is another finite graph, any morphism
of Γ onto Y factors through some Xi.
A path of length n in a graph X is a morphism into X of a finite graph
consisting of n edges e1, . . . , en and n+ 1 vertices v0, . . . , vn (with some choice
of orientations on the edges) such that the endpoints of each edge ei are vi−1, vi.
Note that such a morphism into a profinite graph is automatically continuous.
An abstract graph X is path-connected if any two vertices lie in the image
of some path in X . A profinite graph Γ is connected if any finite quotient graph
is path-connected. Equivalently a connected profinite graph is the inverse limit
of path-connected finite graphs.
A path-connected profinite graph is connected. If the set of edges of a
connected profinite graph is closed, then each vertex must have an edge incident
to it.
Example 3.2 (A connected profinite graph with a vertex with no edge incident
to it). Let I = N∪N˜∪{∞} be the one-point compactification of two copies N, N˜
of the natural numbers. Let V (I) = N ∪ {∞}, and define d0, d1 by di(n) = n
for n ∈ N, di(∞) = ∞, and d0(n˜) = n, d1(n˜) = n + 1 for n˜ ∈ N˜. This is the
inverse limit of the system of finite line segments In of length n, where the maps
In+1 → In collapse the final edge to the vertex n. Hence I is connected, but no
edge is incident to ∞.
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Example 3.3 (A connected graph whose proper connected subgraphs are finite).
Consider the Cayley graphs Cn = Cay(Z/n, 1) with the natural maps Cmn →
Cn coming from the natural group homomorphisms. Then Γ = lim←−
Cn is the
Cayley graph of Zˆ with respect to the generating set 1 (see below). If ∆ is a
connected proper subgraph of Γ, then the image ∆n of ∆ in some Cn is not all
of Cn; hence it is a line segment in Cn. In each Cmn, the preimage of this line
segment is m disjoint copies of ∆n; by connectedness ∆mn is precisely one of
these. That is, ∆mn → ∆n is an isomorphism for all m. Thus ∆ = lim←−
∆mn is
just a line segment of finite length.
Example 3.4 (Cayley graph). Let G be a profinite group and X be a closed
subset of G, possibly containing 1. The Cayley graph of G with respect to X is
the profinite graph Γ = G× (X ∪ {1}), where V (Γ) = G×{1}, d0(g, x) = (g, 1)
and d1(g, x) = (gx, 1).
The Cayley graph Γ is the inverse limit of the Cayley graphs of finite quo-
tients of Γ, with respect to the images of the set X in these quotients. The set
X generates G topologically if and only if its image in each finite quotient is a
generating set; hence Γ is connected if and only if every finite Cayley graph is
connected, if and only if X generates G.
3.2 Profinite trees
As one might expect from the reduced importance of paths in the theory of
profinite graphs, a ‘no cycles’ condition does not give a good definition of ‘tree’.
Instead a homological definition is used. Let Fp denote the finite field with p
elements for p a prime. The following definitions and statements can be found
in Section 2 of [RZ00a]. For more on profinite modules and chain complexes,
see Chapters 5 and 6 of [RZ00b].
Definition 3.5. Given a profinite space X = lim
←−
Xi where the Xi are finite
spaces, define the free profinite Fp-module on X to be
[[FpX ]] = lim←−
[FpXi]
the inverse limit of the free Fp-modules with basis Xi. Similarly for a pointed
profinite space (X, ∗) = lim
←−
(Xi, ∗) define
[[Fp(X, ∗)]] = lim←−
[Fp(Xi, ∗)]
These modules satisfy the expected universal property, that a map from X to
a profinite Fp-module M (respectively, a map from (X, ∗) to M sending ∗ to 0)
extends uniquely to a continuous morphism of modules from the free module to
M .
Definition 3.6. Let Γ be a profinite graph. Let (E∗(Γ), ∗) be the pointed
profinite space Γ/V (Γ) with distinguished point the image of V (Γ). Consider
the chain complex
0→ [[Fp(E
∗(Γ), ∗)]]
δ
→ [[FpV (Γ)]]
ǫ
→ Fp → 0
where the map ǫ is the evaluation map and δ sends the image of an edge e in
(E∗(Γ), ∗) to d1(e) − d0(e). Then define H1(Γ,Fp) = ker(δ) and H0(Γ,Fp) =
ker(ǫ)/im(δ).
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Proposition 3.7. Let Γ be a profinite graph.
• Γ is connected if and only if H0(Γ,Fp) = 0
• The homology groups H0, H1 are functorial, and if Γ = lim←−
Γi, then
Hj(Γ,Fp) = lim←−
Hj(Γi,Fp)
Definition 3.8. A profinite graph Γ is a pro-p tree, or simply p-tree, if Γ is
connected and H1(Γ,Fp) = 0. If π is a non-empty set of primes then Γ is a
π-tree if it is a p-tree for every p ∈ π. We say simply ‘profinite tree’ if π consists
of all primes.
Note that a finite graph is a p-tree if and only if it is an abstract tree. It
follows immediately from Proposition 3.7 that an inverse limit of finite trees is
a p-tree. However this is not the only source of p-trees, and the notion of p-tree
is not independent of the prime p.
Example 3.9. Let Γ be the Cayley graph of Zˆ with respect to the generator 1,
written as the inverse limit of cycles Cn of length n. For a finite set X ,
[[Fp(X ∪ {∗}, ∗)]] = [[FpX ]] = [FpX ]
so for each n, H1(Cn,Fp) = Fp as this is now the simplicial homology of the real-
isation of Cn as a topological space. Thus the map H1(Cmn,Fp)→ H1(Cn,Fp)
is just multiplication by m. In particular, Cpn → Cn induces the zero map on
homology. It follows that the inverse limit of these groups is trivial, i. e.
H1(Γ,Fp) = lim←−
H1(Cn,Fp) = 0
so that Γ is a p-tree.
Now let Γq be the Cayley graph of the q-adic integers Zq with respect to
1, where q is another prime. Again Γq is the inverse limit of the cycles Cqi
of length qi, and the maps induced on homology by Cqj → Cqi for j > i are
multiplication by qj−i. If q = p these are the zero map, so again
H1(Γq,Fp) = lim←−H1(Cq
i ,Fp) = 0
so that Γq is a q-tree. On the other hand, if q 6= p, multiplication by q
j−i is an
isomorphism from Fp to itself, so that
H1(Γq,Fp) = lim←−
H1(Cqi ,Fp) ∼= Fp
and Γq is not a p-tree for p 6= q.
It transpires (Theorem 1.4.3 of [RZ01]) that the Cayley graph of any free
pro-π group with respect to a free basis (that is, a pro-π group satisfying the
appropriate universal property in the category of pro-π groups) is a π-tree. Note
that the examples above show that a profinite group acting freely on a profinite
tree need not be free profinite. For the subgroup Zp ≤ Zˆ acts freely on the above
Cayley graph, but is not a free object in the category of all profinite groups (for
instance, if q is another prime, the map 1 7→ 1 ∈ Z/q does not extend to a
map Zp → Z/q). It turns out (Theorem 3.1.2 of [RZ01]) that such a group will
instead be projective in the sense of category theory. A pro-p group acting freely
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on a pro-p tree is a free pro-p group however (Theorem 3.4 of [RZ00a]), as in
the category of pro-p groups, any projective group is free pro-p. This is one of
the ways in which the pro-p theory is more amenable than the general theory.
Some of the topological properties of abstract trees do carry over well to the
world of profinite trees:
Proposition 3.10 (Propositions 1.5.2, 1.5.6 of [RZ01]). Let T be a π-tree.
• Every connected profinite subgraph of T is a π-tree
• Any intersection of π-subtrees of T is a (possibly empty) π-subtree
It follows that for every subset W of a π-tree T there is a unique smallest
subtree of T containing W . If W consists of two vertices v, w then this smallest
subtree is called the geodesic from v to w and is denoted [v, w]. Note that if
a profinite tree T is path-connected, hence is also an abstract tree, then [v, w]
will coincide with the usual notion of geodesic, a shortest path from v to w.
However there is no requirement for a geodesic to be a path. For instance, our
above analysis of the connected subgraphs of the profinite tree Cay(Zˆ, 1) shows
that if λ, µ ∈ Zˆ then either λ − µ ∈ Z or the geodesic [λ, µ] is the entire tree
Cay(Zˆ, 1).
3.3 Group actions on profinite trees
The theory of profinite groups acting on profinite trees is less tractable than the
classical theory, but still parallels it in many respects. In this section we will
recall results from the unpublished book [RZ01], and prove others which will be
of use. The theory was originally developed in [GR78], [Zal89], [ZM89a], and
[ZM89b], and the pro-p version of the theory may be found in published form
in [RZ00a].
Definition 3.11. A profinite group G is said to act on a profinite graph Γ if G
acts continuously on the profinite space Γ in such a way that
g · di(x) = di(g · x)
for all g ∈ G, x ∈ Γ, i = 0, 1. For each x ∈ Γ, the stabiliser {g ∈ G | g · x = x}
will be denoted Gx. For subsets X ⊆ Γ, H ⊆ G, the set of points in X fixed by
every element of H will be denoted XH .
Note that given an edge e, we cannot have g · e = e without fixing both
endpoints of e, as g · di(e) = di(e) for each i. In particular, the qualification
‘without inversion’ applied to group actions in the classical theory of [Ser03] is
here subsumed in the definition.
If G acts on Γ, the quotient space G\Γ is a well-defined profinite graph. As
one might expect, such an action may be represented as an ‘inverse limit of
finite group actions on finite graphs’. More precisely,
Definition 3.12. Let a profinite group G act on a profinite graph Γ. A de-
composition of Γ as an inverse limit of finite graphs Γ = lim←−Xi is said to be
a G-decomposition if G acts on each Xi in such a way that all quotient maps
Γ→ Xi and transition maps Xj → Xi are G-equivariant.
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Indeed, the following is true
Lemma 3.13 (Lemma 1.2.1 of [RZ01]). Let a profinite group G act on a profi-
nite graph Γ. Then the graphs {N\Γ |N ⊳o G} form an inverse system and
Γ = lim
←−
N⊳oG
N\Γ
Proof. The first statement is clear. By the universal property of inverse limits,
we have a natural continuous surjection
Γ։ lim
←−
N⊳oG
N\Γ
and it remains to show that this is injective. If v, w ∈ Γ are identified in every
N\Γ, then for all N there is some n ∈ N such that n · v = w. Thus the closed
subsets
{n ∈ N |n · v = w}
of G are all non-empty, and the collection {N} is closed under finite intersec-
tions; so by compactness of G, their intersection is non-empty, so there is some
g ∈
⋂
N such that g ·v = w; but the intersection of all N is trivial, so v = w.
Definition 3.14. If G is a profinite group acting on a profinite tree T , the
action is said to be:
• faithful, if the only element of G fixing every vertex of T is the identity;
• irreducible, if no proper subtree of T is invariant under the action of G;
• free if Gx = 1 for all x ∈ Γ.
Note that a group G acts freely on its Cayley graph with respect to any
closed subset X , with quotient the ‘bouquet of circles’ on the pointed profinite
space (X ∪ {1}, 1), i. e. the profinite graph Γ(X ∪ {1}, 1) with vertex space {1}.
Faithful and irreducible actions are the most important actions; indeed, given
a group G acting on a profinite tree Γ, we can quotient G by the kernel
⋂
Gx of
the action (i. e. those group elements fixing all of Γ) and then pass to a minimal
G-invariant subtree to get a faithful irreducible action. Such a subtree exists
by:
Proposition 3.15 (Proposition 1.5.9 of [RZ01]; Lemma 3.11 of [RZ00a]). Let a
profinite group G act on a pro-π tree Γ. Then there exists a minimal G-invariant
subtree ∆ of Γ, and if |∆| > 1, it is unique.
Theorem 3.16 (Theorem 3.1.5 of [RZ01]). Suppose a pro-π group G acts on a
π-tree T . Then the set TG of fixed points under the action of G is either empty
or a π-subtree of G.
Theorem 3.17 (Theorem 3.1.7 of [RZ01]). Any finite group acting on a profi-
nite tree fixes some vertex.
Proposition 3.18. Let G act on a profinite tree T , and let x ∈ G. If xλ fixes
a vertex v for some λ ∈ Zˆ r {0} which is not a zero-divisor, then x also fixes
some vertex.
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Proof. Let S be the subtree of T fixed by xλ; it is non-empty by assumption.
Consider the action of C = <x> on S. The closed (normal) subgroup of C
generated by xλ acts trivially on S, so there is a quotient action of C/<xλ>
on S. Now this quotient group is Zˆ/λZˆ. Using the splitting Zˆ =
∏
Zp, we find
Zˆ/λZˆ =
∏
Zp/πp(λ)Zp
where πp is the projection onto each factor. No πp(λ) is zero because λ is
not a zero-divisor in Zˆ. Closed subgroups of Zp are finite index or trivial (see
Proposition 2.7.1 of [RZ00b]), so Zˆ/λZˆ is a direct product of finite cyclic groups.
The subtree fixed by a direct product of groups is the intersection of the
subtrees fixed by each group. Any finite product of finite cyclic groups fixes
some vertex by Theorem 3.17, so the subtrees fixed by each finite cyclic group
are a collection of non-empty closed subsets of S with the finite intersection
property. By compactness, the intersection of all of them is non-empty; but this
is the subtree fixed by C/<xλ>, which is the same as the subtree fixed by x.
So x fixes some vertex of S (hence of T ).
Remark. The condition that λ is not a zero-divisor is necessary. For instance,
Zˆ (written multiplicatively with generator x) acts freely on its Cayley graph,
but if λµ = 0 for λ, µ non-zero, then xµ fixes no vertex but (xµ)λ is the identity.
Recall however that no element of Z is a zero divisor in Zˆ, so that the Proposition
applies in particular when λ ∈ Z.
Proposition 3.19 (Proposition 3.2.3(b) of [RZ01]). Let G be an abelian profi-
nite group acting faithfully and irreducibly on a profinite tree. Then G acts
freely and G ∼= Zπ for some set of primes π.
4 Acylindrical actions
Actions on profinite trees are particularly malleable when the action is acylin-
drical.
Definition 4.1. Let a profinite group G act on a profinite tree T . The action
is k-acylindrical if the stabiliser of any injective path of length greater than k is
trivial.
For instance an action with trivial edge stabilisers is 0-acylindrical. In
[WZ17] Wilton and Zalesskii exploited the fact that if edge groups are mal-
normal in the adjacent vertex groups then the action on the standard graph is
1-acylindrical.
We now prove some results about acylindrical actions on profinite trees.
The following lemma is taken from the Appendix to [HZ12] and will be used to
remove some of the pathologies associated with profinite graphs; we reproduce
it here for completeness.
Lemma 4.2. Let Γ be a profinite graph in which there are no paths longer than
m edges for some integer m. Then the connected components of Γ (as a profinite
graph) are precisely the path components (that is, the connected components as
an abstract graph). In particular if Γ is connected then it is path-connected.
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Proof. First define the composition of two binary relations R,S on a set X to
be the relation that xRSy if and only if there exists z such that xRz and zSy;
inductively define Rn+1 = RnR. Further define Rop to be the relation that
xRopy if and only if yRx. Let ∆ = {(x, x) ∈ X ×X} be the identity relation.
For an abstract graph Γ define R0 = {(x, y) ∈ Γ× Γ | d1(x) = d0(y)} (where
x, y could be vertices), and setR = R0∪∆∪R
op
0 . If xR
ny then there is some path
of length at most n containing x and y; if there is a path of n edges containing x
and y then xR2n+1y. This discrepancy is due to our convention that graphs are
oriented, so we may need to include vertices in addition to the edges in a path
of length n to get a chain of R-related elements of Γ. The path-components of
Γ are then the equivalence classes of the equivalence relation S =
⋃
nR
n.
Now in our profinite graph Γ, we have S = Rn for some n as there is a
uniform bound on the length of paths in Γ. One can show that the continuity
of the maps d0, d1 and compactness of Γ imply that R, and all R
n, are closed
compact subsets of Γ× Γ. In particular, the equivalence classes of S = Rn are
closed subsets of Γ; that is, the path-components of Γ are closed. The quotient
profinite graph Γ/S has no edges, hence its maximal connected subgraphs are
points. Thus connected components of Γ (as a profinite graph) are contained
in, hence equal to, a path-component of Γ.
Proposition 4.3. Let a profinite group G act irreducibly on a profinite tree T .
Then either T is a single vertex or it contains paths of arbitrary length.
Proof. Assume that there is a bound on the lengths of paths in T ; then by
the previous result T is path-connected, hence is a tree when considered as an
abstract graph. Consider two geodesics of maximal length in this tree. These
must intersect in at least their midpoint (a vertex if the length is even or an
edge if odd); for otherwise one can easily construct a longer path. Hence the
intersection of all such maximal geodesics is non-empty. This intersection is
a profinite subtree of T invariant under the action of G, which must permute
these maximal geodesics. Hence if the action of G is irreducible, T is equal to
the intersection of its maximal geodesics; hence T is merely a path of length
n. But then the midpoint of this path is fixed under the action of G; hence
this middle vertex (or edge) is the whole of T . If G fixes an edge, then by our
conventions that graphs are oriented, then it fixes each endpoint. Hence T is a
single vertex.
Corollary 4.4. Let a profinite group G act k-acylindrically on a profinite tree
T for some k. Suppose g ∈ Gr {1} fixes two vertices v, w. Then v, w are in the
same path-component of T .
Proof. By Theorem 3.16, the set T g of points fixed by g is a subtree of T as
it is non-empty; therefore it contains the geodesic [v, w]. By acylindricity of
the action, [v, w] contains no paths of length longer than k; hence it is path-
connected by Lemma 4.2.
Proposition 4.5. Let a profinite group G act acylindrically on a profinite tree
T . Let A be a closed abelian subgroup of G. Then either A ∼= Zπ for some set
of primes π or A fixes some vertex of T .
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Proof. Let S be a minimal invariant subtree for the action of A on T . Then A
acts irreducibly on S, so by Proposition 4.3 either S is a point (whence A fixes
a point of T ) or S contains paths of arbitrary length. By Proposition 3.19, if A
is not a projective group Zπ then the action is not faithful, so some non-trivial
element of A fixes S, hence fixes paths of arbitrary length. But this is impossible
by acylindricity.
The following concept will be useful later.
Definition 4.6. Given a profinite group G and a copy C of Zˆ contained in it,
the restricted normaliser of C in G is the closed subgroup
N ′G(C) = {g ∈ G |h
g = h or hg = h−1}
where h is a generator of C.
Note that this is a closed subgroup of G, containing the centraliser as an
index 1 or 2 subgroup. We deal with the restricted normaliser to avoid certain
technicalities in later proofs; in particular the centraliser may not be of finite
index in the full normaliser. There is a continuous homomorphism from the
full normaliser NG(C) to Aut(Zˆ). The centraliser is the kernel of this map,
and the reduced normaliser is the preimage of the unique order 2 subgroup
Aut(Z) ≤ Aut(Zˆ) which acts non-trivially on each Zp.
Proposition 4.7. Let a profinite group G act k-acylindrically on a profinite
tree T .
(i) Let H ≤ K be closed subgroups of G with [K : H ] < ∞, and suppose H
fixes a vertex v of T . Then K fixes some vertex of T .
(ii) Let C ∼= Zˆ be a subgroup of G fixing some vertex v of T . Then the cen-
traliser ZG(C) and the restricted normaliser N ′G(C) both fix some vertex
of T .
Proof. First let us prove part (i). If x ∈ K there exists n ∈ Z such that xn is
in H ; hence xn fixes v. Then by Proposition 3.18, there is some vertex u fixed
by x. By Corollary 4.4, u and v lie in the same path component of T , hence so
do u and x · v. Thus K acts on the path component S of v in T , which is an
abstract tree. Every element of K fixes some vertex of S; hence by Section I.6.5,
Proposition 26 of [Ser03], every finite set of elements of K has a common fixed
point in S, hence in T . Thus every finite intersection of the trees T x for x ∈ K
is non-empty; by compactness of T , their intersection
⋂
T x = TK is non-empty.
That is, K fixes a vertex w of T .
Now consider part (ii). The reduced normaliser has the centraliser as an
index 2 subgroup, so by (i) it suffices to consider the centraliser of C. Let c be
a generator of C, and let x ∈ ZG(C). We will show that x must fix a vertex of
T in the same path component of T as v; the rest of the proof proceeds as for
part (i).
Let A = <x, c>. This is abelian so by Proposition 4.5 either A fixes a vertex
u of T or A is a projective group Zπ . If it is projective, let a generate A. Then
c = aλ for some λ ∈ Zˆ. Because C = <c> ∼= Zˆ, it follows that λ is not a
zero-divisor in Zˆ. So by Proposition 3.18, there is some vertex u of T fixed by
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a, hence by A. In either case, A fixes a vertex u; since c fixes u and v, they lie
in the same path component of T and we are done.
Note that in both parts of the Proposition, the vertex w fixed by the sub-
group in question is in the same path-component of T as v, and moreover will
be joined to it by a path of length less than k.
Remark. The following profinite analogue of the above-quoted result in [Ser03]
seems plausible, and would allow a strengthening of the above result. Let a
profinite group G act on a profinite tree T , and suppose that every element of
G fixes a vertex of T . Then G fixes a vertex of T . However the author does not
know if this result is true.
5 Graphs of profinite groups
The theory of profinite graphs of groups can be defined for general profinite
graphs X ; we shall only consider finite graphs X here as this considerably
simplifies the theory and is sufficient for our needs. First we recall the notion
of free profinite product, as developed in Section 9.1 of [RZ00b] and Chapter 4
of [RZ01].
Definition 5.1. Given profinite groups G1, . . . , Gn a free profinite product of
the Gi consists of a profinite group H and morphisms φi : Gi → H and which
is universal with respect to this property. That is, for any other profinite group
K and morphisms ψi : Gi → K there is a unique map f : H → K such that
f ◦ φi = ψi.
The free profinite product exists and is unique, and will be denoted
G1 ∐ . . .∐Gn or
n∐
i=1
Gi
Free profinite products are generally quite well-behaved, for instance for discrete
groups K1,K2 we have
Kˆ1 ∐ Kˆ2 = K̂1 ∗K2
Free products are a special case of a graph of groups in which all edge groups
are trivial. We now move to the general definition.
Definition 5.2. A finite graph of profinite groups (X,G•) consists of a finite
graph X , a profinite group Gx for each x ∈ X , and two (continuous) monomor-
phisms ∂i : Gx → Gdi(x) for i = 0, 1 which are the identity when x ∈ V (X). We
will often suppress the graph X and refer to ‘the graph of groups G’.
Definition 5.3. Given a finite graph of profinite groups (X,G•), choose a max-
imal subtree Y of X . A profinite fundamental group of the graph of groups with
respect to Y consists of a profinite group H , and a map
φ :
∐
x∈X
Gx ∐
∐
e∈E(X)
<te>→ H
such that
φ(te) = 1 for all e ∈ E(Y )
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and
φ(t−1e ∂0(g)te) = φ(∂1(g)) for all e ∈ E(X), g ∈ Ge
and with (H,φ) universal with these properties. The profinite group H will be
denoted Π1(X,G).
Note that in the category of discrete groups this is precisely the same as the
classical definition as a certain presentation. The group so defined exists and is
independent of the maximal subtree Y (see Section 5.2 of [RZ01]).
In the classical Bass-Serre theory, a graph of discrete groups (X,G) gives rise
to a fundamental group π1(X,G) and an action on a certain tree T whose vertices
are cosets of the images φ(Gv) of the vertex groups in π1(X,G) and whose edge
groups are cosets of the edge groups. Putting a suitable topology and graph
structure on the corresponding objects in the profinite world and proving that
the result is a profinite tree, is rather more involved than the classical theory;
however the conclusion is much the same. We collate the various results into
the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4 (See Section 5.3 of [RZ01]). Let (X,G) be a finite graph of profi-
nite groups. Then there exists an (essentially unique) profinite tree S(G), called
the standard graph of G, on which Π = Π1(X,G) acts with the following prop-
erties. Set Π(x) = im(Gx → Π).
• The quotient graph Π\S(G) is isomorphic to X.
• The stabiliser of a point s ∈ S(G) is a conjugate of Π(ζ(s)) in Π, where
ζ : S(G)→ X is the quotient map.
Conversely (see Section 5.4 of [RZ01]) an action of a profinite group on a
profinite tree with quotient a finite graph gives rise to a decomposition as a
finite graphs of profinite groups. However no analogous result holds when the
quotient graph is infinite.
In the classical theory one tacitly identifies each Gx with its image in the
fundamental group π1(X,G) of a graph of groups. In general in the world of
profinite groups the maps φ : Gx → Π1(X,G) may not be injective, even for
simple cases such as amalgamated free products. We call a graph of groups
injective if all the maps φ are in fact injections.
Let (X,G) be a finite graph of abstract groups. We can then form a finite
graph of profinite groups (X, Gˆ) by taking the profinite completion of each vertex
and edge group of G. We have not yet addressed whether the ‘functors’
(X,G)→ (X, Gˆ)→ Π1(X, Gˆ)
and
(X,G)→ π1(X,G)→ ̂π1(X,G)
on a graph of discrete groups (X,G) yield the same result; that is, whether the
order in which we take profinite completions and fundamental groups of graphs
of groups matters. In general the two procedures do not give the same answer;
we require some additional separability properties.
Definition 5.5. A graph of discrete groups (X,G) is efficient if π1(X,G) is
residually finite, each group Gx is closed in the profinite topology on π1(X,G),
and π1(X,G) induces the full profinite topology on each Gx.
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Theorem 5.6 (Exercise 9.2.7 of [RZ00b]). Let (X,G) be an efficient finite graph
of discrete groups. Then (X, Gˆ) is an injective graph of profinite groups and
̂π1(X,G) ∼= Π1(X, Gˆ)
In our case of interest, the above-quoted Theorem 2.4 of Wilton and Za-
lesskii may be rephrased as ‘the JSJ decomposition of a 3-manifold group is
efficient’, and the profinite completion of our graph manifold group acts in a
well-controlled fashion on a profinite tree.
6 The JSJ decomposition
Definition 6.1. Let M be an aspherical 3-manifold with JSJ decomposition
(X,M•). The Seifert graph of M is the full subgraph of X spanned by those
vertices whose associated 3-manifold is a Seifert fibre space. It will be denoted
XSF.
In this section we analyse the JSJ decomposition of an aspherical manifold,
and show that ‘the Seifert-fibred part’ is a profinite invariant. Specifically we
prove:
Theorem 6.2. Let M , N be closed aspherical 3-manifolds with JSJ decom-
positions (X,M•), (Y,N•) respectively. Assume that there is an isomorphism
Φ : π̂1M → π̂1N . Then there is an isomorphism ϕ : XSF ∼= YSF such that
π̂1Mx ∼= ̂π1Nϕ(x) for every x ∈ XSF.
If in addition M , N are graph manifolds then, after possibly performing
an automorphism of π̂1N , the isomorphism Φ induces an isomorphism of JSJ
decompositions in the following sense:
• there is a graph isomorphism ϕ : X → Y ;
• Φ restricts to an isomorphism π̂1Mx → ̂π1Nϕ(x) for every x ∈ V (X) ∪
E(X).
The proof will consist of an analysis of the Zˆ2-subgroups of G = π̂1M to-
gether with the normalisers of their cyclic subgroups. We maintain the above
notations for the rest of the section. Additionally let S(G) be the standard graph
of a graph of profinite groups (X,G•), and let ζ : S(G)→ X be the projection.
Let Zv denote the canonical fibre subgroup of a vertex stabiliser Gv which is
a copy of the profinite completion of some Seifert fibre space group. By abuse
of terminology, we will refer to vertices of S(G) as major, minor or hyperbolic
when the corresponding vertex stabiliser is the profinite completion of a major
or minor Seifert fibre space group or a cusped hyperbolic 3-manifold.
We will first show that the action on S(G) is 4-acylindrical.
Remark. Wilton and Zalesskii use this fact in their paper [WZ10] for graph
manifolds, as well as in [WZ17] and [HWZ12] more generally. Their proof does
however contain a gap. Specifically, their version of Lemma 6.3 below only
allows for conjugating elements gi in the original group π
orb
1 O, rather than its
profinite completion. There is a similar problem in the hyperbolic pieces, which
we deal with in Lemma 6.6 below.
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Lemma 6.3. Let O be a hyperbolic 2-orbifold, and let l1, l2 be curves represent-
ing components of ∂O. Let B = π̂orb1 O, and let Ci be the closure in B of π1li.
Then for gi ∈ B, either C
g1
1 ∩ C
g2
2 = 1 or l1 = l2 and g2g
−1
1 ∈ C1.
Proof. By conjugating by g−11 we may assume that g1 = 1; drop the subscript
on g2 = g. Note that C1 ∩C
g
2 is torsion-free, so it is sufficient to pass to a finite
index subgroup N and show that C1 ∩C
g
2 ∩N = 1.
Because O is hyperbolic, it has some finite-sheeted regular cover O′ with
more than two boundary components; then given any pair of boundary com-
ponents, πorb1 O
′ has a decomposition as a free product of cyclic groups, among
which are the two boundary components. Let N be the corresponding finite in-
dex normal subgroup of B. Note that for some set {hi} of coset representatives
of N ∩πorb1 O in π
orb
1 O (which give coset representatives of N in B), each C
hi
2 is
the closure of the fundamental group of a component of ∂O′; so set C′2 = C
hi
2
where g = hin for some n ∈ N . Furthermore, if two boundary components of
O are covered by the same boundary component O′, then they must have been
the same boundary component of O; that is, if C1∩N = C′2∩N , then C1 = C
′
2.
Now the intersections of C1, C
′
2 with N are free factors; that is,
N = (C1 ∩N)∐ (C
′
2 ∩N) ∐ F
where F is a free product of cyclic groups (unless C1 = C
′
2, when N = (C1 ∩
N) ∐ F ). Let T be the standard graph for this free product decomposition of
N . Then C1 ∩ N = Nv, C′2 ∩ N = Nw for vertices v, w ∈ T . The action on
T is 0-acylindrical because all edge stabilisers are trivial; so for n ∈ N , the
intersection
C1 ∩ C
′n
2 ∩N = Nv ∩Nn−1·w
can only be non-trivial if v = n−1 ·w, so that C1∩N = C′2∩N (hence C1 = C
′
2)
and n ∈ C1.
We have reduced to the case where Chi2 = C1. The intersection of two dis-
tinct peripheral subgroups of πorb1 O is trivial, and peripheral subgroups coincide
with their normalisers in πorb1 O. But π
orb
1 O is virtually free, so by Lemma 3.6 of
[RZ96], the intersection of their closures in B is also trivial, so if Chi2 ∩C2 6= 1,
then Chi2 = C2, and hi normalises C2; hence it normalises the intersection with
πorb1 O, and so hi ∈ C2 = C1 as required.
Lemma 6.4 (Proposition 5.4 of [WZ10]). Let L be a major Seifert fibre space
with boundary, and let O be its base orbifold. Let H = π̂1L, and Z be the
canonical fibre subgroup of H. Let D1, D2 be peripheral subgroups of H; that is,
conjugates in H of the closure of peripheral subgroups of π1L. Then D1∩D2 = Z
unless D1 = D2.
Proof. Certainly Z is contained in the intersection D1∩D2; if D1∩D2 is strictly
larger than Z, then the images C1, C2 of D1, D2 in B = H/Z intersect non-
trivially. Hence by the previous lemma C1 = C2, hence D1 = D2.
Lemma 6.5. Let e = [v, w] be an edge of S(G), where v, w are Seifert fibred.
Then Zv × Zw ≤f Ge, and so Zv ∩ Zw = 1.
Proof. After a conjugation in G, we may assume that e is an edge in the standard
graph of the abstract fundamental group π1M , i.e. Ge is the closure in G of
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a peripheral subgroup of some π1Mv. Because ̂H1 ×H2 ∼= Hˆ1 × Hˆ2 for groups
H1, H2, the result now follows from the corresponding result in the fundamental
group π1M ; the canonical fibre subgroups are distinct direct factors of the edge
group, which is therefore contains their product as a finite-index subgroup.
Lemma 6.6. Let L be a hyperbolic 3-manifold with toroidal boundary. Let
H = π̂1L, and let D1, D2 be peripheral subgroups of L; that is, conjugates in
H of the closure of maximal peripheral subgroups of π1L. Then D1 ∩ D2 = 1
unless D1 = D2 and, moreover, each Di is malnormal in H.
Proof. Choose a basepoint for L and let P1, . . . , Pn be the fundamental groups
of the boundary components of L with this basepoint. These form a malnormal
family of subgroups of π1L and we wish to show that their closures are a mal-
normal family of subgroups of H . Suppose g ∈ H is such that Pˆi ∩ Pˆjg 6= 1 and
suppose that i 6= j or g /∈ Pˆi. In the latter case let q : π1L→ Q be a map to a
finite group such that under its extension q¯ : H → Q to H , the image of g does
not lie in the image of Pˆi; otherwise take q to be the map to the trivial group.
By Thurston’s hyperbolic Dehn surgery theorem (see [BP12]) we may choose
slopes pk on the Pk such that Dehn filling along each slope gives a closed hyper-
bolic 3-manifold N ; moreover, we may choose such slopes with enough freedom
to ensure that the image of Pˆi∩ Pˆj
g is infinite in H/≪p1, . . . , pn≫. The images
of the Pk in this hyperbolic 3-manifold group π1N are a malnormal family of
subgroups.
Now consider K0 = ker(q) ∩ ≪p1, . . . , pn≫ and its closure in H . Note
that π1L/K0 is a hyperbolic virtually special group; indeed on the finite-index
subgroup ker(q) we have just Dehn filled to get a closed hyperbolic manifold.
Furthermore the images of the Pk in π1L/K0 are an almost malnormal family
of subgroups. Then by Corollary 3.2 of [WZ17], their closures (i.e. the images
of the Pˆk in H/K¯0) are an almost malnormal family of subgroups of H/K¯0. But
since the maps to π̂1N and the map q¯ both factor through the map H → H/K¯0,
we have that the images of Pˆi and Pˆ
g
j intersect in an infinite subgroup, but i 6= j
and the image of g does not lie in the image of Pˆi. This contradiction completes
the proof.
Lemma 6.7. Let L be a hyperbolic 3-manifold with toroidal boundary. Let
H = π̂1L and let A be a subgroup of H isomorphic to Zˆ
2. Then A is conjugate
into a peripheral subgroup of H.
Proof. This follows from the proof of Theorem 9.3 of [WZ17].
Proposition 6.8. The action of G = π̂1M on the standard graph S(G) is 4-
acylindrical.
Proof. Take a path of length 5 consisting of edges e0, . . . , e4 joining vertices
v0, . . . , v5. LetMi be the manifoldMζ(vi), where ζ : S(G)→ X is the projection.
If any ofM1, . . . ,M4 is hyperbolic then the intersection of the two adjacent edge
groups is trivial by Lemma 6.6. So assume all these Mi are Seifert fibre spaces.
There are three cases to consider:
Case 1 Suppose both M1, M2 are major Seifert fibre spaces. Then by Lemma
6.4, Ge0 ∩Ge1 = Zv1 and Ge1 ∩Ge2 = Zv2 ; but Zv1 ∩ Zv2 is trivial. So⋂2
i=0Gei is trivial.
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Case 2 SupposeM1 is a major Seifert fibre space andM2 is a minor Seifert fibre
space. Let g be an element of Gv2 rGe1 . Then v3 = g · v1 is major and
Zv3 = Z
g−1
v1
. Then acting by g sends e1 to e2 and fixes v1; hence the
intersection of all four edge groups, Zv1∩Ge2∩Zv3 , is a normal subgroup
of G2. Moreover, as the intersection of two direct factors of Ge2 , it is
trivial or a maximal copy of Zˆ in Ge2 . Hence it is either trivial or is one
of the two fibre subgroups of Gv2 . But the latter case is ruled out as
neither of these fibre subgroups intersects Zv1 or Zv3 non-trivially.
Case 3 Suppose v1 is minor. Then v2 is major. If v3 is major, then the argument
of Case 1 applies. If v3 is minor, then v4 is major and relabelling i 7→ 5−i
we are back in Case 2.
Corollary 6.9. Let (X,M•) be the JSJ decomposition of a graph manifold M ,
and let G• = π̂1M•. Let A be an abelian subgroup of G = π̂1M . Then A ∼= Zπ
for some set of primes or A fixes some vertex of S(G).
Proof. Apply Proposition 4.5.
Having located the Zˆ2 subgroups, we proceed to distinguish those making up
the edge groups between Seifert fibred pieces from those ‘internal’ to the vertex
group in which they are contained or adjacent to a hyperbolic piece. This will be
accomplished using the normalisers and centralisers of cyclic subgroups. Recall
that the centraliser of a subgroup H ≤ G is denoted ZG(H), and that N ′G(C)
denotes the restricted normaliser of a procyclic subgroup as defined in Definition
4.6.
Definition 6.10. A non-pathological torus in G is a copy A ≤ G of Zˆ2, not
contained in any larger copy of Zˆ2, with the following property. For every
conjugate Ag of A in G, either A ∩ Ag = 1, A ∩ Ag is a subgroup of Zˆ, or
A = Ag.
Definition 6.11. A procyclic subgroup C ∼= Zˆ of G is major fibre-like if:
• C is a direct factor of some non-pathological torus of G;
• ZG(C) is not virtually abelian; and
• C is maximal with these properties.
The following result can be deduced from Lemma 6.4; however the following
proof, being much more elementary, merits inclusion.
Proposition 6.12. Let O be a hyperbolic 2-orbifold, and let c be an element
of πorb1 (O) representing a boundary component of O. Let B = π̂
orb
1 O. Then the
closed subgroup C ≤ π̂orb1 O generated by c is not contained in any strictly larger
Zˆ-subgroup of B. Hence any abelian subgroup of B containing C is C itself.
Proof. Note that the quotient of Zˆ by any proper subgroup C ∼= Zˆ is a direct
product of finite groups, at least one of which is non-trivial; it follows that C is
contained in some sub-Zˆ with index a prime p. Hence it suffices to show that
c cannot be written as a pth power xp. If c has this property in some quotient
of B, then it also has this property in B itself. Thus it suffices to find, for each
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p, a finite quotient of πorb1 O in which the image of c is not a p
th power. We
split into cases based on the topological type of O. Furthermore, by passing
to a quotient, it suffices to deal with the cases where c is the only boundary
component of O.
Case 1 Suppose first that O either is orientable of genus at least 1 or that
it is non-orientable with at least three projective plane summands; so
that O has a punctured torus as a boundary-connected summand O =
(T2 r ∗)#∂O′ , and on passing to a quotient we may assume that O is
a once-punctured torus, and c = [a, b] where a, b are free generators of
the free group πorb1 O.
Suppose p 6= 2. Consider the mod-p Heisenberg group
Hp =



1 ∗ ∗0 1 ∗
0 0 1



 ≤ SL3(Z/p)
and map to it by
a 7→

1 1 00 1 0
0 0 1

 , b 7→

1 0 00 1 1
0 0 1


so that c = [a, b] maps to 
1 0 10 1 0
0 0 1


Now in the Heisenberg group, the formula for an nth power is
1 x z0 1 y
0 0 1


n
=

1 nx nz + (1 + 2 + · · ·+ (n− 1))xy0 1 ny
0 0 1


so that in particular all pth powers vanish, noting that p is odd so divides
1 + · · ·+ (p− 1). So the image of c cannot possibly be a pth power.
If p = 2, instead map to the mod-4 Heisenberg group H4 by the same
formulae; then all squares have the form
1 x z0 1 y
0 0 1


2
=

1 2x 2z + xy0 1 2y
0 0 1


If this were to equal to image of c, then x and y would have to be even,
so that 2x+ xy would be even, and therefore not 1, a contradiction. So
c cannot be a square in B either.
Case 2 If O is a punctured Klein bottle, with possibly some cone points, then
after factoring out the cone points we have that πorb1 O is a free group
on two generators a, b with c = a2b2. If p 6= 2 simply map to Z/p by
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a 7→ 1, b 7→ 1, so that c 7→ 4 is not a multiple of p. If p = 2 then map to
the mod-4 Heisenberg group H4 as above; this time the image of c is
1 2 00 1 2
0 0 1


If this were to be a square
1 x z0 1 y
0 0 1


2
=

1 2x 2z + xy0 1 2y
0 0 1

 =

1 2 00 1 2
0 0 1


then x, y would be odd, hence so would be 2z+xy which is thus non-zero.
So the image of c is not a square.
Case 3 The remaining cases are either discs with at least two cone points or
Mo¨bius bands with at least one cone point. After factoring out any
excess cone points, we may assume πorb1 O is either (Z/m) ∗ (Z/n) or
(Z/m) ∗ Z, and c is expressed either as ab or ab2 in these generators.
Consider the kernels K of the maps to (Z/m) × (Z/n) or Z/m respec-
tively. Some power ck of c is then a boundary component of the cover
corresponding to K, which is torsion-free hence yields one of the ‘high
genus’ cases above; hence ck is not a pth power in K. If p is coprime
to m,n then xp ∈ K if and only if x ∈ K, so ck is not a pth power
in B either (hence neither is c itself). Finally if p divides one of m, n
(without loss of generality, if p divides m), then mapping to the first
factor sends c to 1, which is not divisible by p modulo m.
Finally note that since B is a free product of cyclic groups, maximal abelian
subgroups are (finite or infinite) procyclic. The proof is now complete.
Proposition 6.13. If v is a major vertex of S(G), then ZG(Zv) ≤ Gv and
N ′G(Zv) = Gv.
Proof. The centraliser of Zv in G contains the non-abelian group ZGv (Zv), an
index 1 or 2 subgroup of Gv. By Proposition 4.7, the centraliser of Zv in G is
contained in a vertex group Gw; any two distinct vertex groups intersect in at
most Zˆ2, so v = w and the centraliser of Zv in G is equal to the centraliser of Zv
in Gv. Similarly for the reduced normaliser, noting that all of Gv is contained
in N ′G(Zv).
Proposition 6.14. If e is an edge of S(G), then Ge is a non-pathological torus
of G.
Proof. Suppose first that e = [v, w] where v is a major vertex. First note that
Ge is a maximal copy of Zˆ
2. For if A = Ge were contained in a larger copy
A′ of Zˆ2, then A′ would centralise Zv, hence be contained in Gv. The image
of A′ in Gv/Zv would be abelian, containing a copy of Zˆ. By Proposition
4.5, maximal abelian subgroups of Gv/Zv are finite or projective as it is a free
product of procyclic groups; so the image of A′ is a copy of Zˆ properly containing
a boundary component. By Proposition 6.12, this is impossible. So these edge
groups are maximal copies of Zˆ2.
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Now suppose e = [v, w] where v is hyperbolic and w hyperbolic or minor,
the only cases where e has no major endpoints. Assume A is contained in some
strictly larger copy A′ of Zˆ2. Then A′ is contained in some vertex group Gu.
The geodesic [u, v] thus has stabiliser containing A. If [u, v] has one edge then
we are done as by Lemma 6.6 all edge groups are maximal in adjacent vertex
groups. If [u, v] has more than two edges, recall that the peripheral subgroups
of Gv are malnormal by Lemma 6.6; from which we deduce that [u, v] has at
most two edges, those adjacent to the minor vertex w, and that A′ is contained
in these edge groups. Thus A = A′ and again A is maximal.
Suppose g ∈ G and that Ge ∩Gge is not a subgroup of Zˆ. By the arguments
in Proposition 6.8, an intersection of two edge groups is at most Zˆ unless the
edges are equal or are the two edges incident to a minor vertex w. So either
g−1 · e = e, whence g ∈ Ge and Gge = Ge, or g ∈ Gw and Ge is normal in Gw so
that again Ge ∩Gge = Ge.
Proposition 6.15. If v is a major vertex of S(G), then Zv is a major fibre-like
subgroup of G.
Proof. Note that Zv is a direct factor of an edge group A = Ge (e = [v, w] ∈
S(G)) which is a non-pathological torus, and has centraliser which is not virtu-
ally abelian. It remains to show that Zv is maximal with these properties; but
again, if it were contained in a larger procyclic subgroup C contained in a copy
A′ of Zˆ2, this A′ would centralise Zv, hence lie in Gv. The image of A
′ in Gv/Zv
would then be infinite abelian, hence projective; but killing a non-maximal copy
Zv of Zˆ inside A
′ would introduce torsion. Hence Zv is major fibre-like.
Proposition 6.16. Let C ∼= Zˆ be a subgroup of G. If C is major fibre-like then
C = Zv for some major vertex v. If C is contained in an edge group Ge then
either C ≤ Zv for some (possibly minor) vertex v or ZG(C) ∼= Zˆ2.
Proof. If C is contained in an edge group, it suffices to replace C with a maximal
copy of Zˆ such that C ≤ Zˆ ≤ Ge. Let A be a non-pathological torus containing
C as a direct factor, choosing A = Ge when C is contained in an edge group.
Note that A is contained in a vertex group by Corollary 6.9.
Then C and hence its centraliser lie in a vertex group Gv. If the centraliser is
not just A, then v is unique. If v is hyperbolic then A is a peripheral subgroup by
Lemma 6.7; then if x ∈ ZG(C), then A∩Ax 6= 1 whence x ∈ A by malnormality.
If v is minor, so that A is an index 2 subgroup ofGv, the result is easy; so suppose
v is major. Note that, as a maximal abelian subgroup of Gv/Zv is procyclic,
Zv is a direct factor of A, so that C ×Zv is a finite-index subgroup of A unless
C = Zv. So suppose C 6= Zv; we will show that C is not major fibre-like, and
that if C was in a boundary component, its centraliser is exactly A.
Consider first the index 1 or 2 subgroup ZG(Zv) = G′v ≤ Gv in which Zv
is central. If x ∈ G′v ∩ ZG(C), then x commutes with both generators of both
C and Zv; so A
x ∩ A is at least the finite index subgroup C × Zv. Because
A is non-pathological, Ax = A. Any action on A ∼= Zˆ2 which is trivial on a
finite-index subgroup of A is trivial on all of A; so <x,A> is abelian. As before,
taking the quotient gives an infinite abelian subgroup of Gv/Zv, which is thus
procyclic. Hence <x,A> is a copy of Zˆ2; by maximality this is A, hence x ∈ A
and G′v ∩ ZG(C) = A. So ZG(C) is virtually abelian (with index 1 or 2), and
C is not major fibre-like.
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Let q : Gv → Gv/Zv be the quotient map. If C is a direct factor of a
boundary component A = Ge other than Zv, then the image of C in B = Gv/Zv
generates a finite-index subgroup of a peripheral subgroup D = q(Ge) of the
base orbifold. If x ∈ ZG(C), then from above either x ∈ Ge or x2 ∈ Ge. Then
q(x) commutes with the finite-index subgroup of D generated by C; so Dq(x)
intersects D non-trivially, and by Proposition 6.4 we find q(x) ∈ D so that
x ∈ q−1(D) = Ge.
This last proposition shows that the property of being a canonical fibre
subgroup Zv of a major vertex may defined intrinsically, as a ‘major fibre-like’
subgroup. We will use this to show invariance of the JSJ decomposition.
Proof of Theorem 6.2. LetM , N be aspherical 3-manifolds with JSJ decomposi-
tions (X,M•), (Y,N•), let (X,G•), (Y,H•) be the corresponding graphs of profi-
nite groups, and let S(G), S(H) be the standard graphs for these graphs of profi-
nite groups. Suppose there exists an isomorphism Φ : π̂1M = G → H = π̂1N .
Let ζ : S(G)→ X be the projection.
Let A be any maximal copy of Zˆ2 in G. Then A is contained in a vertex
group, and in the centraliser of any of its cyclic subgroups. In particular, if it
has two major fibre-like subgroups, then it is contained in two distinct major
vertex groups, hence A is some edge group Ge and ζ(e) ∈ XSF. Conversely, if
Ge is any edge group where ζ(e) ∈ XSF, it has two major fibre-like subgroups;
if e = [v, w] where v, w are major, then Zv, Zw are major fibre-like subgroups of
Ge; if w is minor, then it has another adjacent vertex v
′ with G[v,w] = G[v′,w],
and so Zv, Zv′ are major fibre-like subgroups of Ge. They are distinct, otherwise
as in the proof of Proposition 6.8 they coincide with a fibre subgroup of Gw,
giving a contradiction. Furthermore, the intersection of any three major vertex
groups is at most cyclic, so Ge cannot contain three distinct major fibre-like
subgroups.
Now construct an (unoriented) abstract graph Γ as follows. The vertices of
Γ are the major fibre-like subgroups Zv, and the edges are those maximal Zˆ
2
subgroups containing two major fibre-like subgroups, i.e. the edge groups Ge
with ζ(e) ∈ XSF. The incidence maps are defined by inclusion. This incidence
relation is not quite the same as incidence in S(G); two major vertex groups
separated in S(G) by a minor vertex are now adjacent in Γ. We now rectify this.
All maximal cyclic subgroups of an edge group Ge have either have centraliser
Zˆ2 or are Zv for some major or minor vertex v; so for each edge group Ge with
a third maximal procyclic subgroup with centraliser larger than Zˆ2, subdivide
the corresponding edge of Γ to get a new graph Γ′ with a vertex representing the
minor vertex group whose canonical fibre subgroup is contained in Ge. Clearly
Γ′ is isomorphic to ζ−1(XSF) as an abstract graph; the G-action on Γ
′ induced
from S(G) is determined by conjugation of the Zv. On the other hand, the graph
Γ′ and G-action so constructed are invariants of the group, so the isomorphism
Φ : G ∼= H yields an equivariant isomorphism of Γ′ with the corresponding
object for H ; hence the quotient graphsXSF and YSF are isomorphic as claimed.
Furthermore corresponding vertex stabilisers (i.e. the profinite completions of
the Seifert fibred pieces of M and N) are isomorphic. This completes the first
part of the theorem.
Now assume M , N are graph manifolds. Now Γ′ ∼= S(G) as an abstract
graph, hence we get an equivariant isomorphism Ψ between S(G) and S(H), in
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the sense that
Ψ(g · v) = Φ(g) ·Ψ(v)
for all g ∈ G, v ∈ V (S(G)). Note that this descends to an isomorphism
X = G\S(G) ∼= H\S(H) = Y
We now check that the morphism of graphs thus constructed is in fact contin-
uous, hence an isomorphism in the category of profinite graphs. For by Lemma
3.13, S(G) is the inverse limit of its quotients by finite index normal subgroups
of G. However, for each such subgroup N , we know that Ψ induces a natural
morphism of (abstract) graphs
N\S(G) ∼= Φ(N)\S(H)
But these graphs, being finite covers of X and Y respectively (with covering
groups G/N,H/Φ(N) respectively) are finite, hence these morphisms are con-
tinuous; that is, we have isomorphisms of inverse systems
S(G) ∼= lim←−
N\S(G) ∼= lim←−
Φ(N)\S(H) ∼= S(H)
so that our morphism Ψ is indeed continuous.
Note that by Proposition 4.7, the restricted normaliser of each Zv is con-
tained in a vertex group; as it contains Gv which is not contained in any edge
group, we have that N ′G(Zv) = Gv. We now have an equivariant isomorphism
Ψ : S(G)→ S(H) of profinite graphs such that
Gv ∼= Φ(Gv) = Φ(N
′
G(Zv)) = N
′
H(Φ(Zv)) = N
′
H(ZΨ(v)) = HΨ(v)
for v ∈ V (S(G)) and with each edge group the intersection of the adjacent vertex
groups. This descends to an isomorphism
X = G\S(G) ∼= H\S(H) = Y
such that corresponding vertices and edges of X and Y have isomorphic associ-
ated groups; that is, we have an isomorphism G ∼= H of graphs of groups.
The fundamental group of a graph of profinite groups is well-defined inde-
pendently of any choice of maximal subtree of T and section T → S(G); so that,
following an automorphism of H , we may assume that the isomorphism Φ sends
each vertex group of G to the corresponding vertex group of H. See Section 5.2
of [RZ01] for details.
7 Graph manifolds versus mixed manifolds
The results of the previous section are seen to give very good information about
graph manifolds; however picking up the precise nature of any hyperbolic pieces
that may exist seems rather more subtle. In this section we show that the
profinite completion does detect the presence of a hyperbolic piece. This can
be seen as an extension of [WZ17] in that we now know that the profinite
completion determines which geometries arise in the geometric decomposition
of a 3-manifold.
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Theorem 7.1. Let M be a (closed) mixed or totally hyperbolic manifold and
N be a graph manifold. Then π1M and π1N do not have isomorphic profinite
completions.
Proof. LetM,N have JSJ decompositions (X,M•), (Y,N•) and assume π̂1M ∼=
π̂1N . Then by Theorem 6.2, XSF ∼= YSF = Y which is connected as N is
a graph manifold. Furthermore any finite-index cover of a graph manifold is
a graph manifold and any finite-index cover of a mixed or totally hyperbolic
manifold is mixed or totally hyperbolic. Hence any finite-index cover of M has
connected (and non-empty) Seifert graph. We will show that this is impossible.
Let M1 be a hyperbolic piece of M adjacent to XSF. Take a boundary torus
T of M1 lying between M1 and a major Seifert fibred piece of M . (If M has
only minor Seifert fibred pieces, it has a double cover with empty Seifert graph,
which is forbidden).
Note that some finite-sheeted cover of M1 has more than one boundary
component which projects to T . The JSJ decomposition of M is efficient by
Theorem A of [WZ10]; therefore some finite-sheeted cover M ′ of M induces a
(possibly deeper) finite-sheeted coverM ′1 of M1, which will still have more than
one boundary component projecting to T . One such boundary torus T ′ is now
non-separating inM ′. For all preimages of T are adjacent to a Seifert fibred piece
of M ′, so if T ′ were separating, the Seifert graph of M ′ would be disconnected,
which is forbidden. Cut along T ′, take two copies of the resulting 3-manifold,
and glue these together to get a degree two cover M˜ of M ′. Removing the two
copies of M ′1 from M˜ gives a disconnected manifold, each of whose components
contains a Seifert fibred piece, so the Seifert graph of M˜ is disconnected as
required.
8 Totally hyperbolic manifolds
Theorem 6.2 does not give any information about those manifolds whose JSJ
decomposition has no Seifert fibred pieces at all; we shall call such manifolds
‘totally hyperbolic’. In this section we show that the analysis in Section 6
does allow us to deduce some limited information about the JSJ decomposition
of these manifolds, even without a way to detect what the vertex groups are.
Specifically we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 8.1. Let M , N be totally hyperbolic manifolds with G = π̂1M ∼= π̂1N
and with JSJ decompositions (X,M•), (Y,N•). Then the graphs X and Y have
equal numbers of vertices and edges and equal first Betti numbers.
Proof. Note that by Proposition 4.5 and Lemma 6.7, the maximal copies of Zˆ2
in G are precisely the conjugates of completions of the JSJ tori T of M . Thus
immediately the profinite completion determines |E(X)| as the number of such
conjugacy classes. The action of conjugation on the homology group H2(G; Zˆ)
being trivial, each such conjugacy class gives an element of H2(G; Zˆ), the image
of a generator of H2(T ;Z) under the maps
H2(T ;Z)→ H2(M ;Z) = H2(π1M ;Z)→ H2(G; Zˆ)
This element ξT is well-defined up to multiplication by an invertible element of
Zˆ. Furthermore it is either primitive or zero since the classes in H2(M ;Z) have
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this property and
H2(G; Zˆ) ∼= lim←−
H2(G;Z/n) ∼= lim←−
H2(π1M ;Z/n) ∼= Zˆ
b2(M)
where the middle isomorphism holds since 3-manifold groups are good in the
sense of Serre (this is proved by a combination of the Virtual Fibring Theorem
of Agol and Theorem B of Wilton-Zalesskii [WZ10]). See Proposition 6.5.7 of
[RZ00b] for the inverse limit.
Notice that the first Betti number of the graph X is equal to the maximal
number of edges that can be removed without disconnecting the graph. On the
level of the 3-manifoldM , this equals the size of a maximal collection of JSJ tori
that are together non-separating. A collection of these tori is non-separating if
and only if the corresponding homology classes ηT1 , . . . , ηTk ∈ H2(M ;Z) gen-
erate a subgroup of H2(M ;Z) of rank k. The closure of a subgroup Z
r of
H2(M ;Z) ∼= Zn in H2(G; Zˆ) ∼= Zˆn is isomorphic to Zˆr. This closure is precisely
the closed subgroup generated by the ζTi , hence the profinite completion detects
whether a collection of tori is non-separating, hence the Betti numbers of X and
Y must be equal. This completes the proof.
9 The pro-p JSJ decomposition
Let p be a prime. We have focussed thus far on the full profinite completion
of a graph manifold group because of the good separability results which hold
for all graph manifolds, and because of the good profinite rigidity properties of
Seifert fibre spaces. The pro-p topology on a graph manifold or Seifert fibre
space is in general rather poorly behaved; indeed most are not even residually
p. In this section we will note that when the pro-p topology is well-behaved,
the arguments of the previous section still suffice to prove a pro-p version of
Theorem 6.2. First let us discuss the pro-p topologies on Seifert fibre space
groups. The following lemmas and proposition are well-known but are included
for completeness.
Lemma 9.1 (Gru¨nberg [Gru¨57], Lemma 1.5). Let G be a group and suppose H
is a subnormal subgroup of G with index a power of p. If H is residually p, so
is G.
Lemma 9.2. Let O be an orientable orbifold with non-positive Euler charac-
teristic and such that each cone point of O has order a power of p. Then O has
a subregular cover of degree a power of p which is a surface. Hence πorb1 O is
residually p.
Proof. We will suppose that O has no boundary, as this is the more difficult case.
We will construct a normal subgroup of πorb1 O which is in some sense simpler
than πorb1 O; iterating this process will terminate in a subregular subgroup which
is torsion-free, hence a surface group. A presentation for πorb1 O is〈
a1, . . . , am, u1, v1, . . . , ug, vg
∣∣ apnii = 1, a1 · · · am[u1, v1] · · · [ug, vg] = 1〉
where the cone points have order pn1 ≤ pn2 ≤ · · · ≤ pnm . Consider the abelian
p-group
A = Z/(pn1)× · · · × Z/(pnm) / (1, 1, . . . , 1)
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and the map φ : πorb1 O → A sending each generator ai to the i
th coordinate
vector and sending uj, vj to 0. Let K be the kernel of φ. Then if there are at
least two cone points of maximal order pnm , no power of any ai (other than the
identity) lies in the kernel of φ since no multiple of (1, 1, . . . , 1) has precisely one
non-zero coordinate; hence K is torsion-free as required.
If there is only one cone point, then since the Euler characteristic is non-
positive, g > 0 and we may pass to a regular cover of degree p with p cone
points.
Otherwise, if nm−1 < nm and there are at least two cone points, then any
torsion elements in K are conjugates of ap
j
m for j > 0, so that their order is at
most pnm−1; thus the order of the maximal cone point of the cover corresponding
to K is strictly smaller than that of O. Iterating this process will thus eliminate
all cone points of O, giving the required subnormal subgroup.
Proposition 9.3. Let p be a prime. Let M be a Seifert fibre space which is not
of geometry S3 or S2×R. Then π1M is residually p if and only if all exceptional
fibres of M have order a power of p, and M has orientable base orbifold when
p 6= 2. That is, M has residually p fundamental group precisely when its base
orbifold O is Z/p-orientable and has residually p fundamental group. Moreover,
when this holds the following sequence is exact:
1→ Zp → π̂1M (p) → π̂
orb
1 O(p) → 1
where Zp is generated by a regular fibre of M .
Proof. (⇐) By the above, such base orbifolds have a subregular cover of degree
a power of p which is an orientable surface. Using this subregular cover we need
only verify that if the base orbifold of M is an orientable surface Σ then the
Seifert fibre space group is residually p. Since surface groups and free groups
are p-good, for each n the map
H2(π̂1Σ(p);Z/p
n)→ H2(π1Σ;Z/p
n)
is an isomorphism; hence the central extension
1→ Z/pn → π1(M)/ <h
pn>→ π1Σ→ 1
(where h represents a regular fibre of M) is the pullback of a central extension
of π̂1Σ(p) by Z/p
n; whence each quotient π1(M)/ <h
pn> is residually p. This
proves that π1M is residually p and, moreover, that the canonical fibre subgroup
is closed in the pro-p topology, so that we have the exact sequence as claimed.
(⇒) Recall that a subgroup of a residually p group is residually p. Suppose
first that O is non-orientable and p 6= 2. Then the subgroup of π1M generated
by g and h is Z⋊<g> where the copy of Z is the fibre subgroup <h> and g
acts by inversion. Then g2 acts trivially on Z; but in any finite p-group quotient
of π1M , the subgroup generated by g
2 contains g, so the image of [g, h] vanishes
in any p-group quotient; so π1M is not residually p.
Now let p be arbitrary and suppose some exceptional fibre a has order pnm
where m 6= 1 is coprime to p. Then if b = ap
n
, in any finite p-group quotient
the image of b is some power of the image of bm, which is central; so b is central
in any finite p-group quotient of π1M . So if π1M were residually p, the centre
of π1M would contain b, which it does not. So all exceptional fibres of M have
order pn for some n.
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The pro-p completion of course does not determine the Seifert fibre space
quite as strongly as the profinite completion. However once the fundamental
group is residually p the techniques of [BCR16] and [Wil15], combined with the
above proposition, yield the following surprisingly strong results:
Theorem 9.4. Let O1, O2 be 2-orbifolds whose fundamental groups are resid-
ually p. If π̂orb1 O1(p)
∼= π̂orb1 O2(p) then O1
∼= O2.
Theorem 9.5. Let M1, M2 be Seifert fibre spaces whose fundamental groups
are residually p. If π̂1M1(p) ∼= π̂1M2(p) then:
• M1, M2 have the same geometry;
• M1, M2 have the same base orbifold; and
• the Euler numbers of M1, M2 have equal p-adic norm.
Moving on to graph manifolds, we must define what constitutes a ‘nice’ pro-
p topology for a graph manifold group. A primary tool we used in Section 6
was the efficiency of the graph of groups representing a graph manifold group.
There is a precisely analogous property in the pro-p world:
Definition 9.6. A graph of discrete groups (X,G) is p-efficient if π1(X,G) is
residually p, each group Gx is closed in the pro-p topology on π1(X,G), and
π1(X,G) induces the full pro-p topology on each Gx.
Needless to say, this property does not hold for the majority of graph man-
ifolds; in particular all the Seifert fibred pieces must be of the form specified in
Proposition 9.3. However, the study of graph manifolds whose JSJ decomposi-
tion is p-efficient is by no means vacuous, as shown by the following theorem:
Theorem (Aschenbrenner and Friedl [AF13], Proposition 5.2). Let M be a
closed graph manifold and let p be a prime. Then M has some finite-sheeted
cover with p-efficient JSJ decomposition.
Notice that the profinite properties of graph manifolds used in Section 6 to
prove Theorem 6.2 were:
• efficiency of the JSJ decomposition;
• Lemma 6.3 concerning intersections of boundary components; and
• Proposition 6.12 concerning maximality of peripheral subgroups.
For p-efficient graph manifolds, observe that in the proofs of the above propo-
sitions it suffices to use only regular covers of order a power of p and p-group
quotients; and observe that the remainder of the results are applications of the
above together with the theory of profinite groups acting on profinite trees,
which works just as well (in fact better) in the category of pro-p groups. Hence
the same arguments prove the following pro-p version of Theorem 6.2:
Theorem 9.7. Let M , N be closed graph manifolds with p-efficient JSJ decom-
positions (X,M•), (Y,N•) respectively. Assume that there is an isomorphism
Φ : π̂1M (p) → π̂1N (p). Then, after possibly performing an automorphism of
π̂1N (p), the isomorphism Φ induces an isomorphism of JSJ decompositions in
the following sense:
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• there is an (unoriented) graph isomorphism ϕ : X → Y ;
• Φ restricts to an isomorphism π̂1Mx(p) → ̂π1Nϕ(x)(p) for every x ∈ V (X)∪
E(X).
10 Graph manifolds with isomorphic profinite
completions
We will now address the question of when two graph manifold groups can have
isomorphic profinite completions. We will first restrict attention to those graph
manifolds whose vertex groups have orientable base space. Let us recall from
the standard theory of graph manifolds how one obtains numerical invariants
of a graph manifold M . Let the JSJ decomposition be (X,M•). In this section
we shall adopt the convention (from Serre) that each ‘geometric edge’ of a finite
graph is a pair {e, e¯} of oriented edges, with e¯ being the ‘reverse’ of e. Fix
presentations in the standard form
〈a1, . . . , ar, e1, . . . , es, u1, v1, . . . , ug, vg, h | a
pi
i h
qi , h central 〉
for each Mx (x ∈ V X). This determines an ordered basis {h, ei} for the funda-
mental group of each boundary torus of Mx, where the final boundary compo-
nent is described by
e0 = (a1 · · · are1 · · · es[u1, v1] · · · [ug, vg])
−1
Thus the gluing map along an edge e takes the form of a matrix (acting on the
left of a column vector) (
α(e) β(e)
γ(e) δ(e)
)
where γ(e), the intersection number of the fibre of d0(e) with that of d1(e),
is non-zero by the definition of a graph manifold. The number γ(e) is well-
defined up to a choice of orientation of the fibres of the two vertex groups. This
matrix has determinant −1 from the requirement that the graph manifold be
orientable. Once an orientation of the fibre and base are fixed, the number
δ(e) becomes independent of the choice of presentation, modulo γ(e) (changing
these orientations multiplies the matrix by −1). The ‘section’ of the fibre space
determining δ(e) may be changed by a Dehn twist along an annulus which
either joins two boundary components or joins the boundary component to an
exceptional fibre. This however leaves the total slope
τ(x) =
∑
e:d0(e)=x
δ(e)
γ(e)
−
∑ qi
pi
of the space invariant. Note also that these quantities are all invariant under the
conjugation action of the group on itself, i.e. it does not matter which conjugate
of each edge group we consider.
Theorem 10.1. Let M , N be closed orientable graph manifolds with JSJ de-
compositions (X,M•), (Y,N•), where all major vertex spaces have orientable
base orbifold. Suppose π̂1M ∼= π̂1N and let φ : X → Y be the induced graph
isomorphism from Theorem 6.2.
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1. If X is not a bipartite graph, then M is homeomorphic to N via a home-
omorphism inducing the graph isomorphism φ.
2. Suppose X is bipartite on vertex sets R,B. Then there exists an element
κ ∈ Zˆ× such that the following conditions hold, for some choices of orien-
tations of the fibres of each major vertex group of M or N :
(a) For all e ∈ EX, we have γ(e) = γ(φ(e))
(b) For every vertex space of both M and N the total slope of that vertex
is zero.
(c1) For every vertex r ∈ R, (Mr, Nφ(r)) is a Hempel pair of scale factor κ
and for every edge e with d0(e) = r we have δ(φ(e)) ≡ κδ(e) modulo
γ(e).
(c2) For every vertex b ∈ B, (Mb, Nφ(b)) is a Hempel pair of scale factor
κ−1 and for every edge e with d0(e) = b we have δ(φ(e)) ≡ κ−1δ(e)
modulo γ(e).
Remark. The conditions (a)-(c1) (or (c2)) in the above theorem have a rather
neat interpretation in terms of the following object.
Definition 10.2. Let M = (X,M•) be a graph manifold with the given JSJ
decomposition, and let x ∈ V X . Define the filled vertex space Mx of Mx as
follows. For every edge e with d0(e) = x, the fibre ofMd1(x) describes a meridian
on the relevant boundary torus Te of Mv. There is a unique way to glue in a
solid torus along Te with this meridian such that the fibring onMv extends over
the solid torus. Gluing in a solid torus in this way gives a closed Seifert fibre
space Mx.
Suppose that (Mr, Nφ(r)) is a Hempel pair for scale factor κ, and for sim-
plicity of notation suppose that Mr, Nφ(r) have the same base orbifold O. Now
the filled vertex space Mr has an exceptional fibre with invariants (γ(e),−δ(e))
for each boundary torus e of M and has Euler number τ(e). Perform the same
operation on Nφ(r) to obtain Nφ(r). Then (a) becomes the statement that Mr,
Nφ(r) still have the same base orbifoldO, (b) states that both have Euler number
zero, and (c1) states that they are still a Hempel pair!
Proof. Let Φ: π̂1M → π̂1N be an isomorphism. By (the proof of) Theorem 6.2
we have an isomorphism φ : X → Y and isomorphisms Φx : π̂1Mx → ̂π1Nφ(x)
for every x ∈ X . Choose some orientation of the fibres (i.e. generators of the
fibre subgroups), giving an identification of the fibre subgroup with Zˆ. Then by
Theorem 2.7 we may identify the base orbifolds of Mx and Nφ(x) in such a way
that Φx splits as an isomorphism of short exact sequences
1 Zˆ π̂1Mx π̂orb1 Ox 1
1 Zˆ ̂π1Nφ(x) π̂
orb
1 Ox 1
·λx Φx ψx
where λx is some invertible element of Zˆ and ψx is an automorphism of B =
π̂orb1 O which sends each boundary component ei to a conjugate of e
µx
i and sends
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each cone-point ai to a conjugate of a
µx
i , for some µ ∈ Zˆ
×. That is, (Mx, Nφ(x))
is a Hempel pair with scale factor λx/µx. Note that, given an orientation on M
and of each fibre, the base orbifolds also inherit an orientation.
First consider a major vertex x of X . As before, pick standard presentations
of every major vertex group of M and N . Then the maps Φx induce a map(
λx ρe
0 µx
)
from π̂1Me to ̂π1Nφ(e) for each edge e with d0(e) = x, where the ρe may be
specified as follows. Let π1Mx have presentation
〈a1, . . . , ar, e1, . . . , es, u1, v1, . . . , ug, vg, h | a
pi
i h
qi , h central 〉
and π1Nφ(x) have presentation〈
a1, . . . , ar, e1, . . . , es, u1, v1, . . . , ug, vg | a
p′i
i = h
q′i , h central
〉
where we use the same letters to denote various generators using the identifica-
tion of the base orbifolds. Then we have
Φx(ei) ∼ ei
µxhρei
for each edge ei, where ∼ denotes conjugacy. For the remaining edge e0 =
(a1 · · · are1 · · · es[u1, v1] · · · [ug, vg])−1 we have of necessity
Φx(e0) ∼ e0
µxh−(ρe1+···+ρes+ν1+···νr)
where the νi are the unique elements of Zˆ such that
µxq
′
i = λxqi + νipi
or, in terms of the map Φx, given by Φx(ai) ∼ aiµxhνi . These definitions of νi
are equivalent due to the fact that Φx is an isomorphism. Hence we find
∑
d0(e)=x
ρe =
∑
λx
qi
pi
−
∑
µx
q′i
pi
(1)
an analogue of the classic restrictions on Dehn twists taking one Seifert fibre
space presentation to another.
For minor pieces the isomorphism also induces a map on the single boundary
component, this time represented by a diagonal matrix as the boundary com-
ponent of the minor piece has a canonical basis (up to multiplication by ±1),
where the second basis element is given by the unique maximal cyclic subgroup
which is normal but not central. Equation (1) is still satisfied as all terms are
zero.
Now, the fact that the gluing maps along any edge e = −→xy commute with Φ
forces the equation(
α(φ(e)) β(φ(e))
γ(φ(e)) δ(φ(e))
)
=
(
λy ρe¯
0 µy
)(
α(e) β(e)
γ(e) δ(e)
)(
λx ρe
0 µx
)−1
(2)
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to hold. To simplify notation, write α′(e) = α(φ(e)) and so on, and suppress
the edge e for the time being. In this notation we have(
α′ β′
γ′ δ′
)
=
(
λ−1x λyα+ λ
−1
x ρ¯γ [· · · ]
λ−1x µyγ µ
−1
x µyδ − λ
−1
x µ
−1
x µyργ
)
(3)
where the upper right entry is complicated and unimportant. The worried reader
should note that both sides have determinant −1 and that the lower-left entry
is not a zero-divisor in Zˆ; these considerations determine the last entry.
Now we have λ−1x µyγ = γ
′. Since γ, γ′ are non-zero elements of Z, this
(by Lemma 2.2) forces λx = ±eµy. Consideration of the determinant yields
λy = ±eµx; that is, ±e¯ = ±e.
Suppose that X admits a cycle of odd length. Then the above relations,
tracked around this cycle, force λx = ±µx for some (and hence, by connectedness
and the previous paragraph, every) vertex x. Here the ± sign is independent
of x, so after changing the orientation on M we may assume it is 1. But then
(Mx, Nφ(x)) are a Hempel pair of stretch factor λx/µx = 1; that is, they are
isomorphic Seifert fibre spaces. It follows that if we can find integers re ∈ Z for
every edge such that(
α(φ(e)) β(φ(e))
γ(φ(e)) δ(φ(e))
)
=
(
1 re¯
0 1
)(
α(e) β(e)
γ(e) δ(e)
)(
1 re
0 1
)−1
and with these re realisable by Dehn twists- that is, with
∑
d0(e)=x
re =
∑ qi
pi
−
∑ q′i
p′i
then π1M , π1N are isomorphic. But since for each edge we have
δ − µ−1x ργ = δ
′
the numbers re = µ
−1
x ρe are in fact integers by Lemma 2.2. Equation (1) now
states that these re are actually realisable by Dehn twists. Hence M and N
are homeomorphic (by a homeomorphism covering φ) and we have proved the
theorem in the case when X is not bipartite.
Now take X bipartite, on two sets R and B. We will first take care of the
signs ±e by changing the fibre orientations of certain vertex groups of N . Pick
some basepoint x0 ∈ R and a maximal subtree T of X and, moving outward
from the basepoint along T , change such fibre orientations as are required to
force ±e = + for every edge e of T . Now define λ = λx0 , µ = µx0 . We now have
λr = λ, µr = µ, λb = µ, µb = λ
for all vertices r ∈ R, b ∈ B. For every remaining edge e (with d0(e) = r ∈ R
and d1(e) = b ∈ B, say) we have λ = λr = ±eµb = ±eλ, whence ±e = + for all
e.
Now define κ = λ/µ. For all edges e = −→xy we have γ(φ(e)) = λ−1x µyγ(e) =
γ(e), so condition (a) of the theorem holds. By construction of κ and the matrix
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equation (3), properties (c1) and (c2) also hold. Finally for any x ∈ R we have
τ(φ(x)) =
∑
d0(e)=x
δ(φ(e))
γ(φ(e))
−
∑ q′i
p′i
=
∑
d0(e)=x
κδ(e)− µ−1x ρeγ(e)
γ(e)
−
∑ q′i
p′i
=
∑
d0(e)=x
κδ(e)
γ(e)
−
∑
κ
qi
pi
= κτ(x)
where the deduction of the last line uses equation (1). A similar equation holds
for vertices in B. Now (again by Lemma 2.2) this forces either κ = ±1 when, as
in the non-bipartite case,M andN are isomorphic; or it forces τ(x) = τ(φ(x)) =
0 for all x, i.e. we have condition (b) of the theorem. This completes the proof
in this direction.
The above arguments make it clear that, unless graph manifolds are to be
rigid, we must be able to realise non-trivial values of the quantity ‘µx’, else κ
would have to be ±1. That is, we must be able to find exotic automorphisms
of type µ. The term ‘exotic automorphism’ was defined in Definition 2.6. We
recall it here for convenience:
Definition 2.6. Let O be an orientable 2-orbifold with boundary, with funda-
mental group
B = 〈a1, . . . , ar, e1, . . . , es, u1, v1, . . . , ug, vg | a
pi
i 〉
where the boundary components of O are represented by the conjugacy classes
of the elements e1, . . . , es together with
e0 = (a1 · · · are1 · · · es[u1, v1] · · · [ug, vg])
−1
Then an exotic automorphism of O of type µ is an automorphism ψ : Bˆ → Bˆ
such that ψ(ai) ∼ a
µ
i and ψ(ei) ∼ e
µ
i for all i, where ∼ denotes conjugacy in Bˆ.
Similarly, let O′ be a non-orientable 2-orbifold with boundary, with fundamental
group
B′ = 〈a1, . . . , ar, e1, . . . , es, u1, . . . , ug | a
pi
i 〉
where the boundary components of O′ are represented by the conjugacy classes
of the elements e1, . . . , es together with
e0 =
(
a1 · · ·are1 · · · esu
2
1 · · ·u
2
g
)−1
Let o : Bˆ′ → {±1} be the orientation homomorphism of O′. Let σ0, . . . , σs ∈
{±1}. Then an exotic automorphism of O′ of type µ with signs σ0, . . . , σs is an
automorphism ψ : Bˆ′ → Bˆ′ such that ψ(ai) ∼ a
µ
i and ψ(ei) = (e
σiµ
i )
gi for all i
where o(gi) = σi for all i.
Theorem 10.3 ([Bel80], see also Lemma 9 of [GDJZ15]). A sphere with three
discs removed admits an exotic automorphism of type µ for every µ ∈ Zˆ×.
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We will now extend this to all 2-orbifolds with boundary, and then describe
the automorphisms of the profinite completions of Seifert fibre space groups that
we will use.
Proposition 10.4. For every n, a sphere with n discs removed admits an exotic
automorphism of type µ, for every µ ∈ Zˆ×.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n, starting at n = 3. Suppose that ψn−1 is
an exotic automorphism of an (n− 1)-holed sphere Sn−1; by applying an inner
automorphism we may assume that some boundary loop e0 is sent by ψn−1 to
precisely eµ0 . Let ψ3 be an exotic automorphism of type µ of a 3-holed sphere
S3. Let the fundamental group of S3 be generated by a, b; again we may assume
that for the third boundary component E = (ab)−1 we have ψ3(E) = E
µ.
Now gluing e0 to E produces an n-holed sphere Sn with fundamental group
G =
〈
π1Sn−1, π1S3 | E = e
−1
0
〉
By construction, defining ψn : Gˆ→ Gˆ by ψn−1 and ψ3 on the two vertex groups
of the amalgam gives a well-defined map from Gˆ to Gˆ to itself. This map is
an isomorphism by the universal property of amalgamated free products (or
because Gˆ is Hopfian). We now have an exotic automorphism ψn as required.
Proposition 10.5. Let O be an orientable 2-orbifold with boundary. Then
O admits an exotic automorphism of type µ for any µ ∈ Zˆ. Moreover this
automorphism may be induced by an automorphism of the orbifold O˚ obtained
from O by removing a small disc about each cone point.
Proof. Let the fundamental group of O have presentation
B = 〈a1, . . . , ar, e1, . . . , es, u1, v1, . . . , ug, vg | a
pi
i 〉
with notation as in Definition 2.6 and let F be a discrete free group of rank
r + s+ 2g on a generating set
{a1, . . . , ar, e1, . . . , es, v
′
1, v1, . . . , v
′
g, vg}
realised as the fundamental group of an appropriately punctured sphere S. Let
ψ be an exotic automorphism of S of type µ and let
ψ(vi) = (v
µ
i )
gi , ψ(v′i) = (v
′
i
µ
)g
′
i
Let G be the fundamental group of O˚ and write G as an iterated HNN extension〈
F, u1, . . . , ug | v
′
i = (v
−1
i )
ui
〉
Then we may extend ψ over the iterated HNN extension Gˆ by setting
ψ(ui) = g
−1
i uig
′
i
Note that the map ψ so defined is actually a surjection, by the standard cri-
terion for HNN extensions- we have a surjection on the vertex group and, on
factoring out the vertex group, an epimorphism of free groups (in this case the
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identity). Since all finitely generated profinite groups are Hopfian, we do have
an isomorphism witnessing the fact that O˚ admits an exotic automorphism of
type µ. Note that ui does not represent a boundary component of O, so it is of
no concern that its conjugacy class is not preserved.
Note that ψ preserves the normal subgroup generated by the apii , so descends
to an automorphism of the quotient group of Gˆ by the normal subgroup gener-
ated by these elements. This quotient group is precisely the profinite completion
of the fundamental group of O as required.
Proposition 10.6. Let O be a non-orientable 2-orbifold with s + 1 boundary
components. Let µ ∈ Zˆ× and let σ0, . . . , σs ∈ {±1}. Then O admits an exotic
automorphism of type µ with signs σ0, . . . , σs ∈ {±1}. Moreover this automor-
phism may be induced by an automorphism of the orbifold O˚ obtained from O
by removing a small disc about each cone point.
Proof. Let the fundamental group of O′ be
B′ = 〈a1, . . . , ar, e1, . . . , es, u1, . . . , ug | a
pi
i 〉
with notation as in Definition 2.6. Write B′ as an amalgamated free product〈
a1, . . . , ar, e1, . . . , es, u1, v1, . . . , ug, vg | a
pi
i , u
2
i = vi
〉
Let F be a free group on r + s+ g generators with generating set
{a1, . . . , ar, e1, . . . , es, v1, . . . , vg}
considered as the fundamental group of a (r + s + g + 1)-punctured sphere S.
Take an exotic automorphism of S of type µ and extend over the amalgam
Fˆ ′ =
〈
a1, . . . , ar, e1, . . . , es, u1, v1, . . . , ug, vg |, u
2
i = vi
〉
by sending each ui to (u
µ
i )
gi , where ψ(vi) = (v
µ
i )
gi . Note that all conjugating
elements gi lie in the completion of the fundamental group of the orientable
surface S, which is contained in the kernel of the orientation homomorphism.
To introduce the signs σi we may compose with automorphisms induced by
automorphisms of the discrete group F ′. Of course it suffices to change the
signs one at a time. For instance to realise σ0 = −1 we may compose with the
map given by
vg 7→ (a1 · · ·are1 · · · esv
2
1 · · · v
2
g−1)
−1v−1g
and by the identity on all other generators. This sends
e0 = (a1 · · · are1 · · · esv
2
1 · · · v
2
g)
−1
7→
(
v−1g (a1 · · ·are1 · · · esv
2
1 · · · v
2
g−1)
−1v−1g
)−1
= vga1 · · · are1 · · · esv
2
1 · · · v
2
g−1vg
= vge
−1
0 v
−1
g
as required. Finally factoring out the relations apii gives the required exotic
automorphism of O′.
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Theorem 10.7. Let M , N be orientable Seifert fibre spaces. Suppose that
(M,N) is a Hempel pair with scale factor κ = λ/µ for some λ, µ ∈ Zˆ×. Then
we may identify the base orbifolds of M and N with the same O and choose
‘standard form’ presentations
G = π1M =
〈
a1, . . . , ar, e1, . . . , es, u1, . . . , h | a
pi
i h
qi , hg = ho(g)
〉
and
H = π1N =
〈
a1, . . . , ar, e1, . . . , es, u1, . . . , h | ai
pihq
′
i , hg = ho(g)
〉
for the fundamental groups where q′i is congruent to λµ
−1qi modulo pi and where
o is the orientation homomorphism (see Definition 10.8 below). Let ρ0, . . . , ρs
be any elements of Zˆ such that
∑
ρi = λ
∑ qi
pi
− µ
∑ q′i
pi
(4)
and let σ0, . . . , σs ∈ {±1}. Suppose that all σi are +1 if the base orbifold is
orientable.
Let B = πorb1 O. Then there exists an isomorphism of short exact sequences
1 Zˆ Gˆ Bˆ 1
1 Zˆ Hˆ Bˆ 1
·λ Ψ ψ
where ψ is an exotic automorphism of type µ and where the map on each bound-
ary component is described by
Ψ(h) = hλ, Ψ(ei) = (e
σiµ
i )
gihρi
for some gi ∈ Hˆ mapping to σi under the orientation homomorphism on Bˆ.
Proof. Define θi to be the unique element of Zˆ such that
µq′i = λqi + θipi
and note that the hypothesis of the theorem forces∑
ρi +
∑
θj = 0
Let ψ˜ be an exotic automorphism of O r (nbhd of cone points) of type µ as in
Proposition 10.5 or 10.6 such that
ψ˜(ai) = (ai
µ)fi , ψ˜(ei) = (ei
σiµ)gi
Let ι be the natural homomorphism to Hˆ from the free profinite group on the
generators {ai, ei, ui, (vi)}. As in Propositions 10.5 and 10.6 the map ψ˜ induces
an exotic automorphism of O. Now define Ψ: Gˆ→ Hˆ as follows:
Ψ(h) = hλ, Ψ(ai) = ιψ˜(ai)h
θi , Ψ(ei) = ιψ˜(ei)h
ρi
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and by ιψ˜ on the remaining generators. This map Ψ is well-defined by the
definition of the θi and is an isomorphism as it induces isomorphisms on both
fibre and base. It has all the advertised properties by construction, except
possibly the condition on Ψ(e0). For O non-orientable we have
Ψ(e0) = Ψ(a1 · · · are1 · · · esu
2
1 · · ·u
2
g)
−1
=

ιψ˜(a1 · · ·u2g)h∧{∑ θi +∑
i6=0
ρi
}
−1
= ιψ˜(e0)h
ρ0 = (eσ0µ0 )
g0hρ0
as required, noting that all elements ιψ˜(u2i ) et cetera commute with h. The case
of orientable O is similar.
Definition 10.8. If Mv is a closed Seifert fibre space, there is an orientation
homomorphism from π̂1Mv to {±1} with kernel the centraliser of the canon-
ical fibre subgroup. Let Morv be the orientation cover, i.e. the cover of Mv
corresponding to this subgroup.
If M is a graph manifold with JSJ decomposition (X,M•), let M
or be the
regular cover ofM induced by taking the orientation cover of each major vertex
with non-orientable base orbifold. Denote the JSJ decomposition by (Xor,Mor• ).
Note that, since every loop in X may be realised by a loop in M which lifts to
Mor, the graph X is bipartite if and only if Xor is bipartite, and the bipartition
on X lifts to that on Xor. Also note that (Mv)
or = (Morv ) where the bar denotes
the filled vertex space.
Suppose that we have two graphmanifoldsM andN be graphmanifolds with
JSJ decompositions (X,M•) and (Y,N•), and a graph isomorphism φ : X → Y
taking vertices with non-orientable base orbifold to vertices with non-orientable
base orbifold, and major vertices to major vertices. There is also a graph iso-
morphism φor : Xor → Y or covering φ. If there is a homeomorphism ofMor with
Nor covering the map φor, then M and N are homeomorphic. For the fact that
the graph isomorphism covers φ and that the different sorts of vertices match
up correctly implies that the Z/2 actions on each vertex space of Mor and Nor
are matched up by this homeomorphism (or at least, one isotopic to it).
We will now move towards the final theorem governing the profinite comple-
tions of graph manifold groups. As in the discussion preceding Theorem 10.1,
choosing a generator of the fibre subgroup of each vertex group allows us to
define a matrix representing the gluing maps on each edge e. Before this matrix
was independent under conjugacy of the edge group. When base orbifolds can
be non-orientable, all these invariants are independent of conjugacy only up
to sign (unless both adjacent vertex groups have orientable base). The reader
should not then be unduly surprised by the presence of sign indeterminacy in
the following theorem- it is a consequence of ambiguities in the graph manifolds
themselves, rather than anything mysterious concerning the profinite comple-
tions. Also note that the definition of ‘total slope’ only involved the ratios δ/γ
so is well-defined.
Theorem 10.9. Let M and N be graph manifolds with JSJ decompositions
(X,M•) and (Y,N•) respectively.
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1. If X is not bipartite, then π1M is profinitely rigid.
2. If X is bipartite, on two sets R and B, then π1M and π1N have isomorphic
profinite completions if and only if, for some choices of generators of fibre
subgroups, there is a graph isomorphism φ : X → Y and some κ ∈ Zˆ× such
that:
(a) For each edge e of X, γ(φ(e)) = ±eγ(e), where the sign is positive if
both end vertices of e have orientable base.
(b) The total slope of every vertex space of M or N vanishes
(c1) If d0(e) = r ∈ R, δ(φ(e)) = ±eκδ(e) modulo γ(e), and (Mr, Nφ(r)) is
a Hempel pair of scale factor κ.
(c2) If d0(e) = b ∈ B, δ(φ(e)) = ±eκ−1δ(e) modulo γ(e), and (Mb, Nφ(b))
is a Hempel pair of scale factor κ−1.
Remark. As in Theorem 10.1, these conditions (a)-(c1) are almost equivalent
to the requirement that the filled manifolds Mr and Nφ(r) form a Hempel pair.
The only difference is that forming the filled manifold forgets the orientation of
the fibre of the adjacent manifold; hence it would not guarantee that the signs
may be fixed as in the final part of (a). This is a necessary condition, as was
seen in Theorem 10.1.
Proof. We will first deduce the ‘only if’ direction from Theorem 3.13. Let
Ψ: π̂1M → π̂1N be an isomorphism and let φ : X → Y be the induced graph iso-
morphism. Since the isomorphism Ψ preserves centralisers, there is an induced
isomorphism
Ψ: π̂1Mor → π̂1Nor
and an induced isomorphism φor : Xor → Y or which covers φ.
Suppose first that X is not bipartite. Then neither is Xor, so by Theorem
10.1 there is a homeomorphism Mor → Nor covering φor. By the comments
following Definition 10.8, it follows that M is homeomorphic to N .
Now suppose that X is bipartite. We claim that the conclusion of Theorem
10.1 applied to Mor and Nor immediately forces the equations in (a)-(c2) to
hold. For some choices of fibre orientations of the vertex spaces in the covers
give the equations in the theorem statement for evey lift of an edge e of X , and
different lifts of e have values of γ, δ et cetera equal to those of e, up to a choice
of sign. Hence all the equations of the statement hold up to sign. It only remains
to show that we may fix the signs on edges between two spaces of orientable
base as in (a). Consider the graphs AM and A
or
M obtained from X and X
or
by removing all major vertices with non-orientable base, and all preimages of
those vertices. Of course, AM contains all the edges we are concerned with. The
components of AorM are homeomorphic copies of the components of A. Similarly
define AN and A
or
N . So choosing orientations on the fibres of M
or and Nor as in
Theorem 10.1 gives a consistent choice of fibre orientations on the vertex spaces
each component of AM or AN satisfying (a), simply by choosing some lift of the
component to (for example) AorM and inheriting orientations from there. Hence
the theorem is true in this case as well.
Now let us turn our attention to the ‘if’ direction of (2). Suppose thatM and
N are as in the conditions of that theorem. We will build a more or less explicit
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isomorphism of profinite groups, defined with respect to a presentation of π1M .
We say ‘more or less’ explicit as we cannot describe precisely the conjugating
elements in exotic automorphisms of orbifolds. This unfortunately requires a
small hurricane of notation.
First let us describe the presentations that we will use. We will use primes
to denote the invariants γ(e), δ(e) et cetera deriving coming from N as opposed
to M . That is, γ′(e) = γ(φ(e)). We may as well identify X and Y using the
isomorphism φ. Choose a maximal subtree T in X . We may also identify the
base orbifolds of Mx, Nx. Fix some presentation for each such orbifold. We will
use the same letters to denote the generating sets of π1Mx, π1Nx in a presen-
tation coming from some presentation for the orbifold group, with hx denoting
the fibre subgroup (with the choice of generator in the theorem statement), and
with the letter e denoting the element describing a meridian on the boundary
torus if x representing the edge e (with d0(e) = x). The meridian on the other
vertex group adjacent to e will then be denoted e¯, being e with the opposite
orientation. Then the conditions of the theorem, and the definitions of the in-
variants involved, specify the relations in π1M and π1N coming from each edge
e. For instance, for an edge e from x to y we have relations
h(te)x = h
α(e)
y e¯
γ(e), e(te) = hβ(e)y e¯
δ(e)
in π1M , where (te) is either the identity if e ∈ T or a stable letter for the HNN
extension over e if e /∈ T . Similarly in π1N we have
h(te)x = h
α′(e)
y e¯
γ′(e), e(te) = hβ
′(e)
y e¯
δ′(e)
Now that we have fixed all the fibre orientations and a presentation, all these
numbers become well-defined. To unify treatment of vertices in R and B, define
λr = κ, µr = 1 for r ∈ R and λb = 1, µb = κ for b ∈ B. We therefore also have
a well-defined sign ±e and well-defined ρ(e) ∈ Zˆ for each edge e such that
γ′ = ±eγ, µxδ
′ = ±e(λxδ − ργ) (5)
when d0(e) = x. The existence of ρ is guaranteed by (c1) or (c2), and its
uniqueness from the fact that γ is not a zero-divisor in Zˆ. Note that, by inverting
the relations above, we find ±e¯ = ±e and α(e) = −δ(e¯) so that
µyα
′ = ±e(λyα+ ρ¯γ) (6)
for d1(e) = y, where ρ¯(e) = ρ(e¯).
Finally for each edge e define σe ∈ {±1} as follows. If x = d0(e) has
orientable base, set σe = +1. If x ∈ R has non-orientable base, set σe = ±e1.
If x ∈ B has non-orientable base, set σe = ±e1 if d1(e) has orientable base, and
+1 otherwise. Note that σeσe¯ = ±e1.
Now define an isomorphism Ψx : π̂1Mx → π̂1Nx using Theorem 10.7 with
input values λx, µx, {ρ(e)}, {σe}. The condition (b) guarantees that the hy-
pothesis (4) of Theorem 10.7 is satisfied because:∑
ρi =
∑ λxδ(e)
γ(e)
−
∑ ±eµxδ′(e)
γ(e)
= λx
∑ δ(e)
γ(e)
− µx
∑ δ′(e)
γ′(e)
= λx
∑ qi
pi
− µx
∑ q′i
p′i
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We are at long last in a position to build the promised isomorphism Ω from
π̂1M to π̂1N . First we will build a map defined on the vertex groups on the tree
T , then deal with HNN extensions. Let G• = π1M• and H• = π1N•. Choose
some basepoint t ∈ T and define Ω = Ψt on Gˆt. Order the vertices of X as
{x1, . . . , xn} starting with t such that each {x1, . . . , xm} spans a subtree Tm
of T . Suppose inductively that we have defined Ω coherently on the tree of
groups (Tm, Gˆ•) such that Ω is defined on Gˆxi by Ω(g) = Ψxi(g)
fi where fi is
an element of Hˆ of the form
fi = kiki−1 · · · k1
where kj ∈ Hˆj for j ≤ i. There is an edge e of T with d0(e) = x = xj ∈
{x1, . . . , xm} and with d1(e) = y = xm+1. By construction of Ψx there is
ge ∈ Hˆx such that ge evaluates to σe under the orientation homomorphism on
Hˆx and
Ψx(hx) = h
λx
x , Ψx(e) = (e
σeµx)gehρex = (e
σeµxhσeρex )
ge
Similarly we have ge¯ ∈ Hˆy evaluating to σe¯ under the orientation homomor-
phism, so that
Ψy(hy) = h
λy
y , Ψy(e¯) = (e¯
σe¯µyhσe¯ρ¯ey )
ge¯
Define Ω on Gˆy by Ω(g) = Ψy(g)
g−1e¯ gef . Note that the conjugating element
fm+1 = g
−1
e¯ gef is of the form specified above. We must now check that this map
is well-defined- that is, we must check that the relations in π1M given by this
edge are mapped to the trivial element of Hˆ = π̂1N under Ω. This calculation
is essentially the same as the matrix calculations leading to equation (3). To
reassure the reader that all the signs check out, and to atone for my sins, I will
give the computations anyway. The reader should note that throughout we will
be heavily using the fact that, for example, every conjugate of e commutes with
hx. We will drop e from much of the notation, adding bars when necessary (e.g.
σe¯ will be written σ¯).
Ω(h−1x h
α
y e¯
γ) = Ψx(h
−1
x )
fjΨy(h
α
y e¯
γ)g
−1
e¯ gefj
∼f−1 h
−λx
x
(
hαλyy (e¯
γσ¯µyhσ¯ρ¯γy )
ge¯
)g−1e¯ ge
∼g−1e h
−σλx
x h
σ¯αλy+σ¯ρ¯γ
y e¯
γσ¯µy
= (hα
′
y e¯
γ′)−σλxhσ¯αλy+σ¯ρ¯γy e¯
γσ¯µy
= hy
∧{−σα′λx + σ¯αλy + σ¯ρ¯γ}e¯
∧{−σλxγ
′ + σ¯µyγ}
= 1
where ∼g denotes conjugation by g. In the last line we use the definitions (5),
(6) of ρ and ρ¯ and the equalities σσ¯ = ±e1 and λx = µy. Secondly, we have
Ω(e−1hβy e¯
δ) = Ψx(e
−1)fjΨy(h
β
y e¯
δ)g
−1
e¯ gefj
∼f−1
(
e−σµxh−σρx
)ge (
hβλyy (e¯
δσ¯µyhσ¯ρ¯δy )
ge¯
)g−1e¯ ge
∼g−1e
(
hβ
′
y e¯
δ′
)−σµx (
hα
′
y e¯
γ′
)−σρ
hσ¯βλy+σ¯ρ¯δy e¯
δσ¯µy
= hy
∧{−β′σµx − α
′σρ+ σ¯βλy + σ¯ρ¯δ} ·
e¯∧{−σγ′ρ− σµxδ
′ + δσ¯µy}
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Now the exponent of e¯ vanishes by (5). To deal with the exponent of hy, recall
that as M and N are orientable, maps on boundary tori have determinant −1.
Hence βγ = 1 + αδ, and β′γ′ = 1 + α′δ′. Since −σγ′ is not a zero-divisor in Zˆ,
it suffices to check that the exponent vanishes when multiplied by −σγ′.
−σγ′(Exponent of hy) = β
′γ′µx + α
′γ′ρ− βγ′σσ¯λy − δγ
′σσ¯ρ¯
= (1 + α′δ′)µx − (1 + αδ)λy + α
′γ′ρ− δγρ¯
= ±eα
′(λxδ − ργ)− αδλy ±e α
′γρ− δγρ¯
= ±eδ (λxα
′ ±e (−αλy − γρ¯))
= 0
where we have freely used (5) and (6), as well as µx = λy. Thus all relations
are satisfied and we have defined Ω on the tree of groups (T, Gˆ•).
It remains to define Ω on the stable letters te for the HNN extensions over
remaining edges. Let e be such an edge. By construction there are elements
ge ∈ Hx, ge¯ ∈ Hy and elements fx, fy in the subgroup generated by the vertex
groups such that
Ω|Ge = (Ψx)
fj , Ψx(e) = (e
σeµxhσeρx )
ge
and similarly for y. Then set
Ω(te) = f
−1
x g
−1
e tege¯fy
We must of course check that the relations on the edge e are satisfied. The
verification of this is, up to conjugacy, almost identical with the verifications
above and we will not punish the reader by writing it a second time.
We now have a well-defined homomorphism Ω: Gˆ → Hˆ . We may check
that is an isomorphism by a suitable application of the universal property of a
graph of profinite groups. However, since Ω is not quite a morphism of graphs
of groups on the nose- having various conjugating elements involved- we instead
give another argument. Recall that Hˆ is generated by its vertex groups and the
stable letters te. By induction, each vertex group Hˆxj lies in the image of Ω,
since by construction the subgroup Hˆ
gefj
xj lies in this image- where ge ∈ Hˆj and
where fj is an element of Hˆ of the form
fj = kjkj−1 · · · k1
where ki ∈ Hˆi for i ≤ j. By induction all the ki (i < j) are in the image of Ω,
hence so is
Hˆgefjxj = Hˆ
gekj
xj
= Hˆxj
Finally, since we have Ω(te) = l
′tel where l, l
′ are in the subgroup generated
by the Hˆi, it follows that each stable letter te is in the image of Ω. So Ω is
surjective.
Finally note that by symmetry we may also construct a surjective homomor-
phism Ω′ : Hˆ → Gˆ. Both groups being Hopfian, this forces both Ω and Ω′ to be
isomorphisms. The proof is complete.
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